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ABSTRACT 

Human-machine systems have been expanding their roles in industry and in society. However, the 

growing complexity of interactive systems requires more and more efforts to ensure reliability, 

usability, and satisfying user experience. Testing is an effective approach for finding and 

correcting discrepancies between intended and actual system behavior as well as the ability to 

find usability problems unanticipated at design time. Testing is often regarded as the most 

intellectual-demanding, time-consuming, and expensive part of software and system development 

processes. It can thus be difficult (if not impossible) for testers to anticipate all of the system 

conditions that need to be evaluated. This is especially true of human-machine systems. This is 

because the human operator (who is attempting to achieve his or her task goals) is an additional 

concurrent component to the system, and one whose behavior is not governed by the 

implementation of designed system elements. 

To address these issues, researchers have developed approaches to automating the generation 

of test cases. Among these are formal methods: mathematically based languages, techniques, 

and tools for the modeling, specification, and analysis of systems. These support model-based 

approaches for creating tests that are efficient and provide guarantees about their completeness 

(with respect to the model). In particular, model checking can be used for automated test case 

generation. In this, efficient and exhaustive search techniques parse models of a system to satisfy 

specified coverage criteria (descriptions of the system conditions the test cases should encounter 

during execution). 
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In this dissertation, I introduce a new method for automatically generating test cases for 

human-machine systems. This uses a combination of human task behavior models, decision 

models, and system models. With a given formal coverage criterion (based on the system and task 

models), tools based on model checking are used to automatically generate test sequences from 

the formal model. The test cases are guaranteed to be complete with respect to the coverage 

criteria. Using different human decision models, based on utility theory, test cases can be 

designed to replicate interaction scenarios representative of different types of users. Tests 

generated using my approach can be used to validate that system implementations satisfy 

properties proved about the formal model. They can also be used to gain insights into system 

usability that would not have been possible to include in a formal system model. Finally, the 

novel inclusion of human decision modeling enables generated tests to represent interaction 

scenarios that will give analysts and testers insights into different types of users' experiences. 

In this dissertation, I describe my method and demonstrate its capabilities with two 

applications : a pod-based coffee machine and a smart thermostat. I also discuss my research 

contributions and explore future research possibilities. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

Interactive systems have been expanding their roles in industry and society. More computing power 

provides better performance. The advance of technology also broadened the types of interactive 

systems and their ways of interacting with people. The growing complexity of theses systems has 

been at least keeping pace with, or in most of the cases, outpacing the extensions and expansions 

of their functionalities. However, all these advancements do not imply usability or good user 

experience. Even though innovations have been made bringing new features and new abilities 

claiming to improve their overall usefulness, a system that is designed to satisfy a long checklist 

of various features is not conveniently a good design. But quite contrary in most of the time, the 

bulkiness of a complex system often comes with a lack of usability considerations, which makes it 

rather difficult for the user to either understand or use (Bainbridge, 1983). 

A good design is more than being able to accomplish. It also means facilitating the 

performance and evoking positive emotions. Usability is one of the measurements that analyzes 

and evaluates human-computer system from a user-centered perspective. By definition, usability 

is "the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 

effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use (ISO924 l-11, 2011 )." It 
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examines interactive systems by addressing three kinds of outcome users get from using the 

product: effectiveness in achieving goals, efficiency in the relative usage of time and resources, 

and satisfaction users feel. 

A system without good design may not prove to be successful in the market place. It can also 

have potentially disastrous consequences. For example, human error facilitated by poor system 

design can result in technical difficulties, economic loss, and sometimes even fatal consequences. 

Tragedies like the Three Mile Island accident (Perrow, 1999), the Therac 25 radiation accident 

(Leveson & Turner, 1993) and many aviation accidents (Ladkin, 1996; Gawron & Peer, 2003; 

Wiener, 1985) all could have been partially or totally averted with systems that were designed 

from a more user-centered perspective. 

However, it is very easy and quite often to fall into the trap of understanding "design" in a 

literal way. Design sometimes implies that it only happens in very early stage of the product 

development despite the fact that a good design can hardly be conceived nor created by simply 

putting more thoughts into the conceptualization. The complexity of interactive systems means 

that it is almost impossible to have a good design without any iterative refinement. 

Moreover, an interactive system can already be complicated enough even when it is not 

remarkably versatile. As Diaper and Stanton (2003) pointed out, any computer system of a 

reasonable size has a complexity that has been generally underestimated. 

Complex system makes it difficult to ensure its quality and reliability, especially when the 

system is safety-critical. Traditional methods of developing interactive system rely heavily on 

manual testing, which makes the whole process prone to error. 

Because of such difficulties and challenges, researchers have investigated how human 

interactive systems can be evaluated with formal methods. Formal methods are techniques and 

tools that use mathematically-based languages to model, specify, and verify (mathematically 

prove properties about) systems (Clarke & Wing, 1996). Formal methods have traditionally been 

used in the analysis of computer hardware and software, and have been successfully proving to be 
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effective in performing exhaustive analyses on complex systems to provide definitive proof about 

system properties. They can be used over the entire system lifecycle including early stages of the 

system development such as requirement analysis, system design, system architecture, as well as 

later stages such as implementation, testing and evaluation, maintenance, and evolution 

(Woodcock, Larsen, Bicarregui, & Fitzgerald, 2009). Early system development can benefit by 

utilizing formal methods for checking and identifying design flaws before the system failures 

getting exposed in the testing phase thus preemptively avoiding the expensive redesigning and 

reimplementing. When used in later stages, formal methods can help confirm the reliability of the 

system and verify if the system meets design requirements. 

Since 1980s, the formal methods community has been actively investigating how formal 

methods can facilitate the design process of the interactive systems. Formal methods have been 

used to evaluate human interactive systems by proving functional properties about interfaces that 

suggest good usability, discover potential mode confusions and automation surprises, and prove 

whether or not normative and erroneous human behavior will ever cause system failures (Bolton, 

Bass, & Siminiceanu, 2013). While all of these analyses provide insights into a system's usability 

and safety, they are limited in two capacities. First, while powerful, these techniques can lack 

validity if models do not ultimately reflect the behavior of completed system designs. Second, a 

users' experience (especially its usability aspect) can be very complicated and difficult or 

impossible to include in a formal model. Specifically, usability is "the extent to which a product 

can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use" (ISO9241-11, 2011). In this way, usability encompasses 

three kinds of outcomes users get from using a system or product: its effectiveness in achieving 

goals, its efficiency in the relative usage of time and resources, and the satisfactory emotion it 

provokes. Thus, while formal methods analyses can give insights into elements that could impact 

a user's experience, they are not capable of assessing user experience. 

For both of these reasons, testing is the predominant method for assessing the user experience 
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of new designs. In testing, potential users interact with an actual design of a system in order to 

determine if there are any issues that could negatively impact user experience. These issues could 

be specific system behaviors that were not anticipated or desired as well as other subjective insights 

users incidentally gain as a result of their interaction experience. Testing avoids the validity issue 

by having tests actually be executed on the system being evaluated. It also gives human testers a 

genuine interactive experience from which to gain user experience insights. However, testing also 

has limitations. 

Given the complexity of systems, traditional testing (where tests are designed by analysts) is 

inherently problematic. This is because such tests are not created systematically and exhaustively, 

this means that test will miss critical system interactions and be incomplete. Further, manually

derived test cases are often redundant in terms of how they overlap with each other and repetitively 

cover the same system state, which superfluously increases the testing cost. Because of these 

limitations, testing, including designing of the test cases and carrying out the actual tests, is often 

considered as the most intellectual-demanding, time-consuming, and expensive part of the whole 

software development process (Zhu, Hall, & May, 1997; Bertolino, 2007; Young, 2008). It has 

been suggested that testing can often form more than fifty percent of the total software development 

costs (Anand et al., 2013). 

In the context of such limitations and especially the maturity of computer technology, various 

approaches have been exploited to automate the system development to improve the system safety 

and also potentially reduce the cost of the design and the testing. Researchers have investigated 

ways of combining formal methods with testing in a process known as automated test case 

generation (Utting, Pretschner, & Legeard, 2011; Ammann & Offutt, 2016; Fraser & Gargantini, 

2009). In automated test case generation, a formal model of a system (on which properties may 

have been formally verified) is used to systematically derive traces through a system (test cases) 

guaranteed to cover the areas of interest in a system (i.e. guaranteed to satisfy a coverage criteria). 

These tests can then be executed by human or automation on an actual system or design. This can 
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be used to determine if the system conforms with the system model and thus satisfies the 

properties that are formally proven about the model. If the tests are manually executed, they can 

also be used to gain insights about the behavior of the system that may not have been possible to 

reason about in the formal model. 

As with other formal methods, automated test case generation has been predominantly used in 

computer hardware and software analyses. It has also been used to influence the testing of human 

interactive systems in a limited capacity (Campos, Fayollas, Martinie, & Navarre, 2016; 

d'Ausbourg, 1998). However, these approaches have either focused on generating tests from 

models of system designs or from models of human task behavior. None have been based on the 

interaction between these and thus are not creating tests that genuinely encompass the 

human-automation or human-system interactions. Further, because system models and task 

behavior models are generic by their nature, these tests do not account for individual, group, or 

demographic differences that could impact how human users interact with a system. This will 

limit the ability of generated tests to gain insights into different possible user experiences. 

In this dissertation, I address these limitations. Specifically, I have developed a novel 

approach to automated test case generation capable of generating tests guaranteed to cover 

different aspects of human-automation interaction by modeling both the system behavior and the 

human task behavior that interacts with it. I also introduced a novel approach for incorporating 

models of human decision making into task models so that formal methods can be used to predict 

how different types of users will interact with a system and employ different features. Finally, I 

combine these approaches to create a new method that can be used to generate test cases with 

coverage guarantees for different classes of users. Combined, these contributions give analysts an 

unprecedented ability to evaluate user experience completely while accounting for different user 

behavior patterns. 

I document my contributions over the following chapters. Chapter 2 provides the necessary 

background for understanding my approach. Chapter 3 describes my research objectives. The new 
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automated test case generation approach is discussed in Chapter 4 along with a coffee machine 

application that was used to assess its capabilities. In Chapter 5, I describe how human decision 

making with utility theory was incorporated into human task behavior models and used with formal 

methods to predict how different types of users will employ different system features. A smart 

thermostat application is presented in this chapter. This is used to test that my novel approach 

achieves its desired goals. Chapter 6 describes how I combined my two approaches to generate 

test cases for different classes of users. The smart thermostat application is also used in this chapter 

to assess the capabilities of the combined method. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a general discussions 

of my research contributions and outlines avenues of future research. 
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CHAPTER2 

BACKGROUND1 

The methods discussed in this dissertation use a unique combination of formal task analytic 

behavior models, formal methods such as model checking and automated test case generation, 

and utility theory. Below I discuss the background necessary for understanding these concepts 

and their applications in this research. 

2.1 Task-analytic Models of Human Behavior 

Task analytic behavior models (or task models) are a frequent tool in human factors engineering. 

They are produced by a task analysis (Kirwan & Ainsworth, 1992; Diaper & Stanton, 2003) to 

capture the behaviors that human operators use to achieve goals when interacting with a system. 

Task models can be used to describe how people actually interact with an existing system or, if 

used during design, how designers expect people to interact with the system. They can be used in 

system engineering in a number of different capacities including human-automation interface 

creation (Paterno, 2000), training development (Chu, Mitchell, & Jones, 1995), and usability 

analyses (Lecerof & Paterno, 1998). 

l Adapted from (Li & Bolton, ND; Li, Behdad, & Bolton, 2018). 
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Task models represent the input-output behavior of human operators by explicitly describing 

the environmental conditions under which humans pursue goals and how they achieve those goals 

by performing actions. Thus they can be interpreted computationally. This allows them to be 

included in simulations (Goknur, Bolton, & Bass, 2004) as well as formal methods analyses 

(Bolton, Bass, & Siminiceanu, n.d.) like model checking and automated test case generation. 

These are discussed subsequently. 

2.2 Formal Methods and Model Checking 

Formal methods are rigorous mathematical tools and techniques for modeling, specifying, and 

verifying systems (Wing, 1990). Formal methods enable the automatic analysis of complex 

systems with guarantees about certainty and completeness. Three key elements are involved in 

the process: modeling, specification, and verification. Formal modeling constructs system models 

using well-defined mathematical languages. Formal specification formulates a description of 

desired system properties. Formal verification analyzes the formal model to mathematically prove 

whether the specification properties are always satisfied by the model. 

Model checking, developed independently by Clarke and Emerson (1981) and Queille and 

Sifakis (1982), is a common verification method that takes an automated, algorithmic approach to 

formal verification. In model checking, the formal model is usually represented as a state machine: 

a computational structure where a system has state (usually based on specific values of model 

variables) and transitions between states (where inputs or system conditions cause the values of 

model variables to change). Specification properties are usually logically asserted using system 

model variables. Model checking performs formal verification by exhaustively searching the entire 

statespace of a formal model to come to a decidable answer about whether the model satisfies the 

specification. If there is no violation, the model checker returns a confirmation that the specification 

has been proven to be true for the system model. Otherwise, the model checking returns an invalid 
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response, along with a counterexample. A counterexample is a counterproof: a trace of steps 

through the system model that shows how the specification was violated. These counterexamples 

can help analysts identify the root causes of how the specification is violated, which sometimes 

means system failures. 

Model checking techniques have been widely used in software and hardware system analysis 

(Grumberg & Veith, 2008). They have also received attention from the human-machine interaction 

community that seeks to apply them in the engineering of reliable human-machine systems (Bolton 

et al., n.d.; Weyers, Bowen, Dix, & Palanque, 2017; Bolton, 2017a). Of particular relevance to the 

presented work is the research that has focused on formal verification with task analytic models. 

2.3 Formal Verification with Task Analytic Models 

Researchers have given task analytic models formal semantics. This allows them to be included in a 

larger formal system model so that formal verification can prove whether included human behavior 

can contribute to safety problems or performance issues (see Bolton et al., n.d.; Weyers et al., 2017 

for reviews). Researchers either represent normative task models manually in formal notations 

as part of larger models (Basnyat, Palanque, Schupp, & Wright, 2007; Gunter, Yasmeen, Gunter, 

& Nguyen, 2009) or translate native task model notations [such as CTT (Paterno, Mancini, & 

Meniconi, 1997), Hamsters (Racim, Celia, & Philippe, 2014), and EOFM (Bolton, Siminiceanu, & 

Bass, 2011)] into a formalism in which other system elements are represented (Palanque, Bastide, 

& Senges, 1996; Fields, 2001; Ait-Ameur & Baron, 2006; Paterno & Santoro, 2001; Bolton & 

Bass, 2010; Bolton et al., 2011; Bastide & Basnyat, 2007). Researchers have also determined 

how to generate specification properties from task models to allow analysts to discover issues with 

human-machine interaction (which could be precursors to unexpected systems issues) that may 

not have been anticipated by analysts (Bolton, Jimenez, van Paassen, & Trujillo, 2014). Finally, 

researchers have investigated how interface designs themselves can be generated from task analytic 
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model with some guarantees about the interface's usability (Li, Molinaro, & Bolton, 2015; Li, Wei, 

Zheng, & Bolton, 2017). 

2.4 The Enhanced Operator Function Model 

In this research, I make extensive use of the EOFM. The EOFM (Bolton et al., 2011; Bolton & 

Bass, 2017, 2009b) is a formal task analytic modeling language derived from the Operator 

Function Model (Mitchell & Miller, 1986). This XML-based language models human task 

behavior as an input/output system. Inputs (which are variables) come from other parts of the 

system such as human-machine interface and the environment. Outputs are human actions. The 

task model describes how human actions are performed according to perceptual or cognitive 

processes described by input and local variables. 

EOFMs are represented as a hierarchy of goal-driven activities and atomic actions. Activity 

strategic knowledge is modeled explicitly as Boolean expressions using input and local variables. 

These can assert what must be true for an activity to start executing (Preconditions), repeat 

(RepeatConditions), or complete (CompletionConditions). Activities decompose into 

sub-activities and, at the bottom of the hierarchy, actions. A decomposition operator describes the 

temporal relationships between, and the cardinality of, the decomposed activities or actions (when 

they can execute relative to each other and how many can execute). EOFM has nine such 

operators (Bolton et al., 2011) (Table 2.1). 

EOFMs can be visually rendered as tree-like graphs (shown later in Figure 2.1). Actions are 

rectangles and activities are rounded rectangles. An activity's decomposition is an arrow with the 

decomposition operator as the label. The arrow points to a rounded rectangle containing the 

decomposed activities or actions. Strategic knowledge conditions are triangles and/or arrows 

connected to the activity that they constrain. The Boolean logic of the condition labels these. A 

Precondition is a downward-pointing, yellow triangle; a CompletionCondition is an 
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Table 2.1 : Decomposition operators 

Operator Description 

optor_seq Zero or more of the activities or actions in the 
decomposition must execute in any order one at a time. 

optor_par Zero or more of the activities or actions in the 
decomposition must execute in any order and can execute 
in parallel. 

or_seq One or more of the activities or actions in the 
decomposition must execute in any order one at a time. 

or_par One or more of the activities or actions in the 
decomposition must execute in any order and can execute 
in parallel. 

and_seq All of the activities or actions in the decomposition must 
execute in any order one at a time. 

and_par All of the activities or actions in the decomposition must 
execute in any order and can execute in parallel. 

xor Exactly one activities or actions in the decomposition 
must execute. 

ord All activities or actions in the decomposition must 
execute in the order they appear. 

sync All activities or actions in the decomposition must 
execute synchronously. 

upward-pointing magenta triangle; and a RepeatCondition is a recursive arrow on the activity. 

EOFMs have formal semantics (Bolton et al., 2011; Bolton, Zheng, Molinaro, Houser, & Li, 

2017a) that mathematically describe how they can execute. Specifically, every activity and action 

is treated as a finite state machine that transitions between three states: Ready (the initial state), 

Executing, and Done. The strategic knowledge conditions of an activity (Preconditions, 

RepeatConditions, and CompletionConditions) are used to partially describe when transitions 

between states occur. Further, implicit conditions for both activities and actions also determine 

whether they can start, end, or reset based on their positions in the tasks (more details about this 

can be found in Bolton et al., 2011, 2017a). 

The formal semantics allow EOFMs to be used in model checking analyses. Specifically, 

EOFM has a Java-based translator that will convert an EOFM into the input language of SAL 
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xor 

RepeatCondition 

--------{)rd-------,,n-----

El LocalVariable = Action2 = 
lnputVariable LocalVariable 

Figure 2.1: An example of a visualized EOFM task. In this, a top activity (Activity) decomposes 
into two sub-activities (SubActivityl and SubActvity2). SubActivityl and SubActvity2 each 
decomposes into actions. Action 1 represents an AutoReset action. LocalVariable represents a local 
variable assignment action, where the local variable is assigned the value of an input variable 
InputVariable. Action2 is an action with SetValue behavior that commits the values stored in 
LocalVariable when the action is performed. When the Precondition is met, the top activity 
(Activity) is initiated. The decomposition operator xor here denotes that exactly one activities 
or actions in the decomposition must execute. Once the CompletionCondition is met, the top 
Activity will be terminated. For the SubActivityl, this activity will repeatedly execute if the 
RepeatCondition is valid. 

(de Moura, Owre, & Shankar, 2003; Shankar, 2000). This allows EOFM to be used as part of a 

larger system model to verify system safety properties. 

When using EOFM, an analyst examines target system documentation and other sources to 

model human operator behavior using EOFM's notation. The analyst then creates ( or uses existing) 

formal models of (where appropriate) the mission (indicating what goals the human operator is 

trying to achieve), human-machine interface, system automation, and environment (Figure 2.2) 

(Bolton & Bass, 2010). The analyst also creates temporal logic specifications representing the 

system qualities to be verified. The formal system model and the system specification can be 

model-checked. 

EOFM has been used in a number of model-checking-based formal verification analyses. 

These include verification of system safety with normative human behavior (Bolton & Bass, 

2010, 2009c, 2009a; Bolton et al., 2011, 2017a), verification of system safety with generated 

erroneous human behavior (Bolton & Bass, 2011; Bolton, Bass, & Siminiceanu, 2012; Bolton & 
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Bass, 2013b; Pan & Bolton, 2016), verification of interface usability with properties generated 

from EOFMs (Bolton, 2011, 2013), verifying generic human-automation interaction properties 

(indicative of safe human-machine interaction) generated from EOFMs (Bolton, Jimenez, van 

Paassen, M., & Trujillo, 2013; Bolton et al., 2014), verification of normative human-human 

communication tasks (Bolton & Bass, 2017), verification of human-human communication tasks 

with generated miscommunicaitons (Bolton & Bass, 2013a; Bolton, 2015; Pan & Bolton, 2016), 

and the automated generation of human-machine interfaces guaranteed to always support human 

task behavior (Bolton & Ebrahimi, 2014; Li et al., 2017, 2015). Given its versatility and 

usefulness in formal verification analyses, EOFM is appropriate for this work. 

Despite its many uses in formal analyses, EOFM has not been used in formal-methods-based 

automated test case generation. This is discussed next. 

2.5 Automated Test Case Generation 

A test case is a sequence of inputs and expected outputs that can be run and checked manually or 

automatically (Utting et al., 2011; Ammann & Offutt, 2016). Automated test case generation is a 

method that automatically creates test cases from the information (design document or 

implementations such as source code) available about the system being evaluated. 

Formal System Model 

Mission Environment 
Model Model 

Human Task Human-machine System 
Behavior Model Interface Model Automation Model 

Figure 2.2: The formal modeling architecture supported by EOFM. The task analytic behavior 
model is created by EOFM-to-SAL translation. The other models must be manually created by the 
analyst or come from other sources. 
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The generic, model-based test case generation process has four steps (Utting et al., 2011; 

Ammann & Offutt, 2016): (1) Building a test model as an abstraction of the system, (2) 

developing test selection criteria (coverage criteria) that reflect the testing requirements, (3) 

formalizing the coverage criteria, and (4) generating the test cases. 

Coverage criteria can vary based on the type of system being tested and the analyst's goals. 

For example, when testing software, an analyst may be interested in executing every function in 

the source code (functional coverage), every line or statement in the code (statement coverage), or 

every possible branching point in the code (condition coverage) (Ammann & Offutt, 2016). For 

state machine system models (like those used in model checking), a tester may want to ensure 

tests hit every system state (state or node coverage) or traverse every transition (edge or transition 

coverage) in the system model (Ammann & Offutt, 2016). 

Because of its propensity for traversing system models and producing traces through those 

models, model checking can be used for automated test case generation (Fraser & Gargantini, 

2009). There are two general approaches to this. In the first (Gargantini & Heitmeyer, 1999; 

Hierons et al., 2009; Callahan, Schneider, & Easterbrook, 1996; Heimdahl, Rayadurgam, & 

Visser, 2001), test cases are created by checking specification properties that are expected to 

produce counterexamples. By generating multiple counterexamples with multiple specifications, 

analysts can ultimately satisfy coverage criteria. However, this approach can result in tests that 

are inefficient (Hamon, de Moura, & Rushby, 2004). Thus, other approaches have modified the 

processes to allow analysts to explicitly describe coverage criteria and use model checking to find 

tests that satisfy them (Hamon et al., 2004; Rayadurgam & Heimdahl, 2001; Black, Ammann, & 

Ding, 2002). For example, the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) (Hamon et al., 2004) allows 

analysts to identify a number of Boolean "trap" variables in the model that become true when 

parts of the coverage criteria are satisfied. The model checker then uses efficient search 

algorithms to drive all of the trap variables to true. 

Test case generation from formal models generally has two analytic purposes. First, analysts 
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can use it to show whether an implemented system matches the behavior of a formal model. This 

allows them to validate that properties verified formally with a model hold in the actual system. 

Second, when executing formal-model-generated test cases on an actual system implementation, 

analysts can collect measures from the actual system that were not possible to represent in the 

formal model. 

Automated test case generation has been primarily used in the testing of computer hardware 

and software. However, researchers have explored how it can be used to inform the design of 

end-user tests and experiments. 

2.6 Generating Test Cases for Human-machine Interaction 

A small but growing body of literature has been exploring how formal-methods-based test case 

generation can be used for creating tests for human-machine interaction. There are generally two 

approaches: those that are interface-based and those that are task-based. 

Interface-based approaches use a formal representation of the human-machine interface 

(which can respond to human action inputs and changes in the environment) as the system model. 

d'Ausbourg et al. (d' Ausbourg, 1998; d'Ausbourg, Seguin, Durrieu, & Roche, 1998) used 

specification-based test generation with model checking to obtain test that should ultimately 

satisfy functional usability properties such as reactivity and deadlock freedom. Memon (2001); 

Memon, Pollack, and Lou Soffa (2001) developed the GUITAR GUI testing framework that 

supported specification-based test case generation that could be automatically executed in Java 

applications. More recent developments have allowed this approach to use pre-defined user 

profiles to probabilistically guide the generation process (Brooks & Memon, 2007). Paiva, Faria, 

and Vidal (2007) and Bowen and Reeves (2009) explored model-based testing based on visual 

elements of the human-machine interface. Tretmans (2008) presented a coverage-criteria-based 

method that could be automatically executed on system implementations to validate system 
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behavior. In such methods, coverage criteria would be asserted over the formal model of the 

interface. For example interface state coverage would specify that every state of the interface 

would be visited in generated tests. 

Task-model-based approaches treat task models (created as part of a task analysis) as the 

system model from which test cases are generated. In these, system conditions described in the 

task will contextualize when task-model-conforming actions are performed. Frohlich and Link 

(2000) developed a method of automated test case generation from use cases represented in UML 

statechart. Vieira, Leduc, Hasling, Subramanyan, and Kazmeier (2006) improved the 

expressiveness of such diagrams by manually adding annotations to use cases that enable specific 

coverage criteria to be satisfied by test cases. Silva, Campos, and Paiva (2008) defined system 

models using the CTI notation. A tool called Spec Explorer was used to create 

coverage-criteria-satisfying test cases from these models. Barbosa, Paiva, and Campos (2011); 

Campos et al. (2016) used CTT and its extension HAMSTERS for generating tests from task 

models. Action sequences were extracted from the task model to formulate the test cases. These 

models could account for both normative behaviors (as captured by the task models) as well as 

erroneous ones based on theoretically-driven deviations from the task models. When such 

approaches are used, coverage criteria will be asserted over elements of the task. For example, 

activity coverage could be used to generate tests that will have the user execute every activity 

included in a task model hierarchy. 

All of these approaches have been successfully used in the testing of human-machine systems. 

However, they have limitations. The interface-based approaches include human action behaviors 

that are enacted on the machine's interface. However, the sequence of actions will be completely 

random. They are thus divorced from what the human is trying to achieve. Conversely, methods 

that generate test cases do account for how humans will attempt to achieve goals when interacting 

with a system. Further, they can contextualize when humans will perform tests based on system 

information represented in task model strategic knowledge. However, without an actual description 
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of the machine's and its interface's behavior, test cases may not represent realistic interaction 

scenarios. Given the missing concepts in each approach, neither can express coverage criteria over 

the missing part. 

2.7 Utility Theory 

Task models and associated formal methods analyses are useful for evaluating the impact that 

possible human behavior can have on system safety and performance. They can also be used to 

create complete test cases. However, because they represent a possibility space of human behavior, 

they do not account for how different people may choose to interact with a system. One modeling 

technique that could potentially address this shortcoming is utility theory. 

Utility theory is employed readily in economics and the behavioral sciences. It models human 

preferences and decisions using a utility or value function (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1953). 

This function dictates preference order between available options based on how the decision 

maker thinks options will achieve his or her goals. As a quantitative tool, a utility or value 

function encapsulates attributes of alternatives and synthesizes them into numerical values that 

can be compared: the higher the value, the more preferable. The overall value/utility of an 

alternative depends on the combination of the levels of the related attributes. These levels are 

standardized and assigned scaling factors that correspond to their attributes' relative importance 

to the decision-maker, reflecting their tradeoff in the decision-making process. The value function 

can be expressed in unit-less utility or other units that have explicit values (such as dollars). 

Utility theory has been used to model human decision-making in a number of different 

economic and non-economic applications (Gintis, 2014). It has also been used in formal 

verification analyses. However, these applications are predominantly used to prove that 

self-adapting automation, which uses utility functions as part of its process, will not reach 

undesirable states (Sykes, Heaven, Magee, & Kramer, 2010; Camara, Garlan, Schmerl, & Pandey, 
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2015; Calinescu & Kwiatkowska, 2009; Lomuscio, Strulo, Walker, & Wu, 2010). Nobody has 

used utility theory to model human decision-making in a formal verification context. 
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CHAPTER3 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

In this research, I sought to investigate how formal methods could be used in the evaluation of 

human experience with automated systems. To accomplish this, I pursued three research 

objectives. 

3.1 Objective 1 

Automated Test Case Generating for Human-machine Interaction 

For research Objective 1, I sought to determine how the enhanced operator function model 

(EOFM) could be extended to support a novel approach to automated test case generation. To 

address this, I developed a novel method that uses task models represented in EOFM and employs 

its supported formal system modeling architecture. I hypothesized that this approach would avoid 

the limitations of the previous methods by allowing tests to be generated that are contextualized in 

terms of both human task behavior and system behavior. I further hypothesized that coverage 

criteria can be expressed over both task and interface models. I evaluated the ability of the 

method to support these capabilities by applying it to the testing of a pod-based coffee machine 

design. In this, I use two different coverage criteria, one based on tasks and one based on the 
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human-machine interface, to generate test cases with my method. I then executed these test cases 

on an implementation of this machine desgin while recording any functional and usability issues 

discovered in the process. The research in pursuit of this objective is presented in Chapter 4. 

3.2 Objective 2 

Accounting for Different User Task Utilization in Formal Verification Analyses 

Under the research Objective 2, I investigated how formal task analytic concepts could be 

extended to enable formal verification analyses to reason about how different classes of users 

will use device features. To accomplish this, I introduced the ability to model value functions 

from utility theory within EOFM. I hypothesized that this would enable analysts to describe how 

different human operators will assign values to different decision-making options so that model 

checking can discover how this will impact feature utilization. I tested this by showing that my 

method could be used to discover how different classes of users would employ an "auto-away" 

feature of a smart thermostat. The research related to Objective 2 is discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Objective 3 

Automated Test Case Generation with Different User Task Utilization 

For the research Objective 3, I investigated how automated test case generation could be 

combined with the synergistic modeling of task behavior and utility. I hypothesized that this 

would enable the creation of test cases that allow analysts to evaluate the user experience different 

classes of users will have when interacting with a device. To evaluate this, I sought to determine 

how to implement test case generation with the utility theory concepts introduced under Objective 

2. I then applied it to the smart thermostat application which showed its capability of generating 

test cases with the desired properties. Objective 3 is discussed in depth in Section 3.3. 
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CHAPTER4 

TEST CASE GENERATION FOR 

HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTION1 

Testing is an effective approach for finding and correcting discrepancies between the intended 

and actual behavior of a system and discovering issue that were not anticipated at design time. 

However, given the complexity of modern system, it can be difficult for analysts to anticipate all 

of the interactions that need to be tested. This is particularly true for systems that rely on human

machine interaction given that humans may do things that were not anticipated by analysts. In this 

chapter, I address this by introducing a novel approach to the automated generation of test cases for 

human-machine interaction. I do this by combining formal models of human-machine interfaces 

with formal models of human task behavior. I then use the robust search capabilities of model 

checking to generate test sequences guaranteed to satisfy test coverage criteria. I demonstrate 

the capabilities of this approach by using it to evaluate an implementation of a pod-based coffee 

machine. These results and future directions for research are discussed. 
1Adapted from (Li & Bolton, ND). 
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Machine Manual Formal 
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Figure 4.1: A flow diagram of my method for automatically generating task cases for human
machine interaction. The machine description and task model are inputs. These are used 
with manual and automated processes to create the formal system model and coverage criteria. 
Automated test case generation uses these to automatically create tests that satisfy the coverage 
criteria. 

4.1 My Method for Automated Test Case Generation 

My approach to automated test case generation for human-machine interaction is shown in 

Figure 4.1. In this, it is assumed that an analyst has access to a description of the system they 

want to evaluate and a formal task model (presumably created from a task analysis) capturing the 

normative behavior the human uses to achieve system goals. Through automated generation and 

manual operations, these artifacts are converted into both a formal system model ( encompassing 

the architectural concepts from Figure 2.2 required by the given system being evaluated) and 

coverage criteria (which can be expressed over both the task model and the other elements of the 

architecture). 

Once the formal system model and coverage criteria have been defined, model-checking-based 

automated test case generation is used to create tests that satisfy the coverage criteria. These 

show how human operators perform tasks (including atomic actions) as well as the responses 

these behaviors produce in the other elements of the system. These can be executed on an actual 

implementation of the system to validate that the system conforms to the model. 
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4.2 Method Implementation 

I implemented my method using EOFM for modeling human operator tasks. This allowed us 

to use EOFM's translator for incorporating task behavior in a formal system model. This also 

allowed us to use EOFM's supported formal modeling architecture (Figure 2.2) for manually or 

automatically creating (Li et al., 2017) the other formal elements of the system. To create tests, I 

used the automated test case generator of SAL (Hamon et al., 2004; Hamon, de Moura, & Rushby, 

2005). This was employed because it is the formal modeling and analysis suite supported by 

EOFM. In SAL, an analyst identifies coverage criteria using Boolean trap variables. In my current 

implementation, this is done manually by the analyst. The SAL test case generator uses its model

checking-based search algorithms to find a trace (test sequences) through the model that causes all 

of the trap variables to become true at some point in the trace. 

4.3 Application 

To demonstrate the capabilities of my method, I apply it to a realistic application: a pod-based 

coffee machine as shown in Figure 4.2. For this, I model the coffee machine design using task 

models and finite state machines. I verify desirable properties against the combined system model. 

Then, using my method, I generate test cases for both validating that an implementation of the 

design conforms to the model and for finding incidental usability issues. 

Based on the information contained in the manual for the coffee machine, I used EOFM to 

represent the human task behavior for interacting with the device (Figure 4.3).2 The human 

operator can turn the device on (a) or off (b) by pressing the power button (hPressPowerButton). 

The lid can be opened (hOpenLid) if it is closed (c) and closed (hCloseLid) if it is open (d). If the 

lid is open and the water indictor shows that not enough water has been entered, the user can add 

2Code for all of the models presented in this chapter are reported in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.2: The coffee machine application. 

water to the reservoir (e). The user can lift the handle (hLifeHandle; f) if the handle is down and 

the machine is not brewing. If the handle is up, the user can enter a pod (hEnterPod; g) if one is 

not present or remove a pod (hRemovePod; h) if one is. If the handle is up, it can be lowered 

(hLowerHandle; i). If the machine is brewing, the user can pause the brewing by pressing the 

brew button (hPressBrewButton; j) or wait for brewing to finish (hWaitForBewing; k). Brewing 

can be started (1) if the machine's power is on, the handle is down, there is enough water in the 

reservoir, a mug is placed on the platform, and the machine's brewing is paused or stopped. A 

mug can be placed on the platform (hPlaceMug; m) if no mug is there. Finally, a user can remove 

a mug (hGetMug; n) when the machine is brewing or not brewing, where removing the mug 

during brewing will result in the machine pausing. 

Using this task description as input, I created a functional design of the system's interface 

using the generation method described in (Li et al., 2017). This, with minor manual modification, 

produced the interface model shown in Figure 4.4. In this, the interface is represented by seven, 

concurrent, synchronously composed finite state machines: the brewing state of the machine 

(iBrewingState; a); the state of the pod (entered or not; iPodEntered; b); the water indicator 

(iEnoughWater;c); the open or closed state of the lid (iLid; d); the up or down state of the handle 
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Figure 4.3: Tasks for interacting with the pod-based coffee machine. 
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Figure 4.4: The human-machine interface for the pod-based coffee machine represented as a 
collection of seven synchronously composed, concurrent state machines. Note that ovals represent 
states and arrows between ovals represent transitions. Arrows starting with a dot indicate an initial 
state. 

(iHandle; e); the state of the power (iPower; f); and the placed state of the mug (iMug; g). 

Note that the brew state (iBrewingState; a) is initially stopped. The brewing state is reached 

(out of the stopped or paused states) when the user presses the brew button when there is enough 

water in the reservoir, the handle is down, the mug is placed, and the power is on. Brewing becomes 

paused when the user removes the mug or presses the power button during brewing. Brewing is 

stopped if the user waits for it to complete (when brewing is occurring) or presses the power button 

(when the machine is brewing or paused). 

I then automatically converted the task model into the input language of SAL using EOFM's 
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translator (Bolton & Bass, 2010) to form a larger formal system model.3 In doing this, specification 

properties are automatically generated (using the process from Bolton et al., 2014) for checking 

that the interface will always support the human operator's tasks. These were verified with the 

formal system model using SAL's symbolic model checker. 

In this application, I wanted to ensure that I generated tests that could cover both the interface 

states of the machine and the activities of the tasks. Thus I applied my method with both interface 

state coverage and task activity coverage as the test coverage criteria. 

For interface coverage, I created trap variables representing each of the 84 reachable interface 

states (particular state valuations of the seven components that make up the interface; 

Figure 4.4).4 These variables were defined such that they would be true if the interface was in the 

state represented by that variable. For activity coverage, I created trap variables that would 

become true whenever each activity in a task model was executing (one for each activity). 

4.4 Results 

SAL's automated test case generator (sal-atg) was applied to my coffee machine model with the 

two coverage criteria using a Linux workstation with a 3.7 Ghz Xeon Process and 128 gigabits of 

RAM. When doing this, parameters were specifically assigned to ensure that: the generated used 

an unlimited search depth (--smcinit ), an alternate branches could be pursued during searches 

(--branch), and a depth of 30 (-ed 30) was used for searching for the satisfaction of a new trap 

variable on a given branch. 

For interface coverage, the test case generation took 91.19 seconds and produced a test with 

1,194 steps (corresponding to 162 sequential actions). For activity coverage, the test case 

generation took 9.55 seconds and produced a test with 242 steps (corresponding to 34 sequential 

3Note that this version of the architecture (Figure 2.2) only contained the human task behavior model and the human-machine 
interface model. 

4The reachability of each interface state was determined using model checking analyses. 
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actions). 

I executed each test on an actual implementation of the coffee machine while noting any 

discrepancies between the system behavior and that predicted by the test. Such discrepancies 

constituted validation failures for the implementation. These are summarized in Table 4.1. I also 

noted incidental usability issues related to the undoability of actions specifically as they relate to 

the state of water inside the machine. Results are discussed in the next section. 

Table 4.1: The Step Numbers Associated with the Test Steps where Problems Occurred when 
Executing Test Cases Generated to Satisfy Different Coverage Criteria 

Interface State Coverage Test Activity Coverage Test Problem 

17,207,273,397 133 Cannot remove mug because the 
handle is up 

266, 906, 1156 124 Cannot place mug because the 
handle is up 

471,729 67 Previously adding water while 
the handle was up results in too 
much water being added and water 
overflowing the mug during brewing 

603, 1036 184 Removing the mug did not pause 
brewing. 

1027 238 Water was added after the handle 
was raised, a pod was added, and the 
handle was lowered. This resulted in 
a situation where pressing the brew 
button had no response. 

4.5 Discussion 

In this work, I introduced a novel method for the automated test case generation of 

human-machine interaction. This improves on preexisting methods that only accounted for 

system interface behavior or human task behavior. By including both in my analyses, I ensure that 

the test sequences generated are contextualized in terms of their interaction. 
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The coffee machine application illustrates the power of my approach. Specifically, I generated 

test cases that satisfy interface state and activity coverage from a formal model verified to always 

support the human operator's task. I then executed these tests on an implementation of the system 

to validate that the implementation conformed with the model and to gain incidental insights into 

system usability. 

The validation efforts identified four issues with the pod-based coffee machine. The first was 

related to the physical design of the machine, where the user could not add or remove a mug 

when the handle was lifted because the lifted handle causes part of the coffee pod slot to descend 

which narrows the clearance above the mug pad for the mug to be successfully placed or removed. 

This can imply safety issues when the user attempts to remove the mug from the machine when 

the mug is filled with hot beverages. The other three related to issues with automation behavior: 

the machine could dispense coffee beyond the capacity of the mug, the machine would not pause 

brewing when the mug was removed, and there was a situation where the machine would not begin 

brewing even though all of the necessary steps for doing so were complete. All of these constitute 

serious implementation issues with the device. All but the last are relatively straightforward. The 

last issue, where the machine failed to brew, appears to occur because the implementation of the 

machine uses the lifting of the handle to load water into an internal compartment to enable brewing. 

Thus, if there is not enough water in the machine when the handle was lifted, the machine will not 

brew. This is an interesting problem because when the automation contains hidden states or modes, 

the human may not be able to keep track of the state of the machine, producing mode confusion 

(Sarter & Woods, 1995; Leveson, Pinnel, Sandys, K., & Reese, 1997). Mode confusion can cause 

serious problems in safety critical applications. Thus, my method may have application in safety 

critical systems as well as consumer-grade devices like the coffee machine. 

In discovering the hidden mode as well as the mug overflow issue, I came to the realization 

(an incidentally discovered usability issue) that there is a problem with undoability in the machine. 

Specifically, if excessive water is loaded into the internal reservoir by lifting the handle, there is no 
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direct way to undo this action short of brewing the coffee. Thus, manually executing the test cases 

has utility beyond merely identifying discrepancies between the model and its implementation. 

While the presented method proved to be useful in my application, there is room for 

improvement through future research. I discuss these opportunities below. 

4.5.1 Human-human Communication 

In the extended literature, researchers applied automated test case generation to the analysis of 

human-human communication protocols Hod and Aichemig (1999); Hod and Aichemig (2000). 

Specifically, Hod and Aichemig (1999); Hod and Aichemig (2000) developed a formal model of 

the system human pilots and air traffic controllers use to communicate in air traffic applications. 

They used automated test case generation based on a coverage criteria to develop scenarios to 

guide human subject testing of these protocols. EOFM has a variant called EOFMC (EOFM with 

Communications) (Bass et al., 2011) that allows human-human communication and coordination 

to be incorporated into large task and formal system models both with and without 

miscommunication generation (Bolton & Bass, 2013a; Bolton, 2015; Pan & Bolton, 2016). 

Future work should investigate how human-human communication and coordinated behavior can 

be incorporated into my method for protocol analysis. 

4.5.2 Accounting for Human Error 

My test case generation method only considered normative human behavior. However, other test 

case generation methods have included that option to include erroneous human behavior as 

deviations from task models in test cases (Barbosa et al., 2011; Campos et al., 2016). This allows 

testers to assess the impact of erroneous human behavior on actual system performance. EOFM 

supports a number of different approaches for generating erroneous human behavior (Bolton & 

Bass, 2011; Bolton et al., 2012; Bolton & Bass, 2013b; Pan & Bolton, 2016) and is even the basis 
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of the task-based taxonomy of erroneous human behavior (Bolton, 2017b). Future work should 

investigate how the erroneous behavior generation methods supported by EOFM can be 

incorporated into test case generation. 

4.5.3 Automatic Test Case Execution 

Several of the reviewed test case generation methods (for example see Memon, 2001; Memon et 

al., 2001) allowed tests to be automatically executed on the software systems being evaluated. 

This makes it easier for analysts to use test case generation to validate that system 

implementations conform to model-based designs (though it does not allow for incidental insights 

that occur from executing these tests with actual people). Work by van Paassen, Bolton, and 

Jimenez (2014) showed that counterexamples generated in EOFM analysts could be automatically 

executed in simulations of unmanned aerial vehicles. Thus, future research should investigate how 

these methods can be adapted for automatically executing test cases generated with my method. 

4.5.4 Test Cases for User Profiles 

Users can interact with systems in different ways based on differences in goals, experiences, and 

individual preferences. The nature of task analytic models is such that they should encompass 

the differing behaviors across users. However, when generating test cases from task models, the 

generic nature of the models will not necessarily conform to the user experience of any given user 

or specific type of users. However, if test case generation could account for different types of users, 

generated test cases could be an extremely valuable tool for evaluating how user experiences will 

differ between users. Thus, future work should explore how different user profiles can be used 

with my test case generation method. 
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CHAPTERS 

ACCOUNTING FOR DIFFERENT USER 

TASK UTILIZATION IN FORMAL 

VERIFICATION ANALYSES1 

In previous chapters I have shown that formal methods can be used to reason about human task 

execution in human-machine interaction. These techniques are very powerful for safety analyses 

because they account for all of the ways that human task behavior can be performed. However, 

they do not consider how and why different types of users will use systems differently. If individual 

or demographic preferences were included, model checking could be used to explore how types of 

users will use system features. 

I address this here by combining formal task analytic techniques with utility theory concepts. 

Specifically, I introduce the ability to include utility value functions in EOFM task models. This 

allows us to use model checking to predict how different users will employ system features. Below 

I cover the background necessary for understanding my approach. I then describe my method and 

l Adapted from (Li et al., 2018) . 
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Figure 5.1 : The different elements of an EOFM (including the new functions) and how they 
interrelate. Types can be specified by analysts ( or be inherent to the EOFM language: Boolean, 
integer, real) optionally using functions and constants. Input variables, local variables, constants, 
functions, and human actions have types. Task behavior can use input variables, local variables, 
constants, and functions during task execution. It is capable of modifying human actions (outputs) 
and local variables (for cognitive or perceptual actions). 

illustrate its power by using it to analyze a smart thermostat. 

5.1 Extending EOFM with Value Functions from Utility 

Theory 

In this work, I extended EOFM to enable the inclusion of value functions so that they can be used 

to affect the execution of task behavior. To accomplish this, I incorporated a function element into 

EOFM (see Figure 5.1). Mathematically, functions are constant mappings between the types. In 

fact, formal modeling languages like those supported by SAL (de Moura et al., 2003) represent 

functions in this way. Thus, functions were implemented in EOFM by extending the constant 

element. Now within the EOFM XML code, an analyst can create functions by giving a constant 

parameter and specifying the function's mathematical transformation in the constant's value. 

By giving EOFM the ability to represent functions, functions can influence how tasks execute. 

This can occur in two ways. In the first, functions can be used to assign values to variables at 

the human action level, either to outputs via human actions or to represent cognitive or perceptual 

actions through assignments to local variables. In the second, functions can be called as part of a 
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Figure 5.2: The smart thermostat application evaluated with my new approach. 

strategic knowledge condition to help determine when activities can execute. 

This second approach specifically relates to how I use utility theory in my new approach. An 

analyst can formulate a value function using the new function construct. Then, this value function 

can be called in the preconditions of task model activities to determine if specific activities will 

execute based on the conditions and options available to the human at the time of task execution. 

With these changes, EOFM's analysis approach (where the task model is translated into a larger 

formal system model describing the behavior of other system elements; Bolton & Bass, 2017, 

2009b) can be used to reason about how humans with particular preferences that are captured 

by value functions will use system features. Below I show how this can be done with a smart 

thermostat application. 

5.2 Application 

In my smart thermostat application (Figure 5.2), the user interacts with the device by either 

scrolling (rotating the silver ring) and clicking (by pushing and releasing the ring). Users can use 

the device to set the temperature. However, most importantly to this work, users can enable and 

disable the device's smart "auto-away" feature. When enabled, this uses the device's sensors to 

determine when users are away and adjusts the heat to save money. When a user returns home, 

the device brings the temperature back up to the user's selected nominal value. 
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For the purposes of this analysis, I assume that analysts have used demographic research to 

identify the value functions of two groups of consumers who might use this device. They are 

interested in determining (based on the range of temperatures experienced during the winter in the 

given area) whether or not the two groups would use the auto-away feature. 

Below I describe the value function and how it was incorporated into the application's model.2 

5.2.1 Value Function, Task, and System Modeling 

The value function in this application is used to determine if the user wants to enable or disable 

the auto-away feature based on the relative tradeoffs between the level of comfort and the cost of 

heating associated with the feature utilization during the cold seasons. To address this, the task 

behavior model takes an input (iEnvironmentTemp) representing the temperature of the 

environment outside the house as a real number. There are also two constants (cAutoTemp = SO 

and cldealTemp = 71) representing the minimum temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) auto-away 

will maintain and the ideal temperature for the human user (respectively). Several functions are 

used to ultimately compute quantities that will be of use to the value function. 

The first determines what the indoor temperature will be based on temperature that will be set 

by the user as the intended indoor temperature (S) and the temperature outside (E) as : 

if E > S 
clndoorTemp(S,E) = {; (5.1) 

otherwise. 

The second (based on the average cost of heating the houses of the target demographic up one 

degree) computes the cost to heat the house to the temperature(/) from a lower temperature(£) : 

cCost(I ,E) = $0.015 · (I -E). (5.2) 

2A full listing of all of the code associated with this model can be found in Appendix B. 
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The third (based on the levels of comfort from the international standard; ISO, 2005) represents the 

value users place on coming home to a house at temperature I (values are shown for both versions 

of the utility functions in the parentheses): 

$(0.10, 1.00) if/ ~ 67 AND I < 75 

$(0.05 ,0.50) if/ ~ 64 AND / < 67 
cComfort(I) = (5.3) 

$(0.01 ,0.10) if/ ~ 61 AND I < 64 

$(0.00, 0.00) otherwise. 

Finally, the value function for deciding whether to enable or disable auto-away is computed based 

on the value of comfort (V; calculated using (5.3)) and the cost (C; calculated using (5.2)) 

associated with a given choice: 

cVal(V,C) = V -C. (5.4) 

These constants and functions are used by the EOFM task to determine whether or not to turn 

the auto-away feature off or on (Figure 5.3). This is represented in the precondition of 

(aChangeAwaySetting). The user will perform the task if auto-away is off and the value of turning 

it on is higher than the value of leaving it off. The user will also perform the task if auto-away is 

on and the value of turning it off is higher than the value of leaving it on. To make the change, the 

user first exits the temperature display (aExitTempDisplay) by performing the click action 

(hClick). This takes them to the main menu where icons of various features are listed. The user 

then navigates through the icons (aScrollToAutoAway) using the scroll action (hScroll) until the 

auto-away icon is selected. By clicking, the user opens the auto-away menu (aEnterAwayMenu). 

Then, the user (under aSwitchAutoAwaySetting) scrolls the auto-away options to switch the 

feature from off to on or from on to off. Finally, the user confirms the change and returns to the 

main menu (aConfirmChange) by clicking. 
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Figure 5.3 : The EOFM task for changing the auto-away feature of the smart thermostat. 
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Figure 5.4: The EOFM task for returning to the temperature display. 

I also modeled the human operator's task for returning to the temperature display. This 1s 

shown in Figure 5.4. 
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The EOFM task model was translated into the input language of SAL using the state-space

optimized EOFM translator (Bolton, Zheng, Molinaro, Houser, & Li, 2017b ). This was paired with 

a formal model that represented how the thermostat responded to user inputs. It also represented 

the outside temperature (iEnvironmentTemp) as an open parameter that could be any real valued 

Fahrenheit temperature between Oand 60 degrees. 

5.2.2 Model Checking and Results 

In these analyses, I wanted to determine if the user would ever enable or disable auto-away. This 

was accomplished by checking two specification properties. The first asserts that auto-away will 

never be turned off. This used linear temporal logic to assert that globally it should never be true 

that auto-away will be on and eventually off: 

G(-,(iAutoAway = On /\ F(iAutoAway = Off))). (5.5) 

The second asserts that auto-away will never be turned on: 

G(-,(iAutoAway = Off I\ F(iAutoAway = On))). (5.6) 

Each property was checked against two versions of the formal model. Each model was 

identical except for the variation in the value function resulting from the value options in 

Equation (5.3) which represent two types of user demographic. Model checking was completed 

using SAL's infinite bounded model checker (de Moura, Owre, RueB, et al., 2004) using a depth 

of 30 and the iterative search option. This was performed on a computer workstation with a 3.60 

GHz Intel@ Xeon@ E5-1650 CPU with 128 Gigabytes of RAM running Linux Mint. All 

verifications took less than 22 seconds. 

For the first model (with the more modest values associated with user comfort), the 
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specification in Equation (5.5) proved to be true and the specification in Equation (5.6) produced 

a counterexample. This means that this type of user will always try to tum the feature on and, if 

auto-away is on, it will never be turned off. For the second model (where users place a higher 

value on their comfort), the specification in Equation (5.5) produced a counterexample and the 

specification in Equation (5.6) proved to be true. This means that this type of user will always try 

to tum the feature off and, if auto-away is off, it will never be turned on. 

5.3 Discussion 

This work has introduced a new method for integrating value function concepts from utility theory 

into EOFM tasks. This allows task analytic modeling concepts to be used synergistically with 

utility-based decision theory. In particular, in this work I showed how this could be used to predict 

how different types of users will exploit features in a device. 

The results of the smart thermostat case study demonstrate the capabilities of this approach. I 

found that one user demographic in a given area will always use the auto-away feature. Further, I 

found that another demographic (which more highly values comfort) will never use it. While this 

application is simple, it is illustrative in that it shows how my method could be used in the analysis 

of realistic and potentially more-complicated applications. 

My approach has a number of implications for future research. These are discussed below. 

5.3.1 Additional Model Checking Analyses 

In the presented application, I used formal verification to determine if users with different value 

functions would use features of the device. However, other analyses are possible. For example, 

my method could be used to identify design features. Specifically, the default auto-away 

temperature (cAutoTemp = 50) can impact how comfortable people will be when they get home 

and thus influence their use of auto-away. Analysts could use model checking to discover what 
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auto-away temperature would ensure that all of the considered user types will always employ it. 

My method could also be used to consider how different environments will impact feature 

utilization. For example, the range of possible outside temperatures (iEnvironmentTemp) could be 

changed to reflect different regions in the country. Conversely, the function for computing the cost 

associated with heating the house could be modified to reflect different types and sizes of houses. 

In both situations, this method could be used to determine how the different user types would use 

features in the different conditions. Future work should further explore the analyses capabilities 

of my method. 

5.3.2 Automated Test Case Generation 

In the previous chapter I introduced a formal method for generating test using EOFM tasks and 

formal system models. This approach could be used synergistically with the modeling techniques 

discussed here to generate complete test sequences for different classes of users. This would give 

analysts an unprecedented ability to run tests for evaluating the experiences of different users. This 

is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 

AUTOMATED TEST CASE 

GENERATION WITH DIFFERENT USER 

TASK UTILIZATION 

In the previous chapters I introduced a new generic approach for generating test cases covering 

human-machine interaction. I also presented a novel means of accounting for the decision making 

of different types of users in formal task analytic models to predict how they will use system 

features. In this chapter I will describe how these methods can be combined to enable analysts to 

generate test cases for specific types of users. In particular, this will use the decision modeling 

method I previously introduced to constrain the generation of test cases. This will enable tests to 

reflect how different types of user will interact with a system and use different features. As such, 

tests that employ these sequences will allow a system's user experience to be evaluated based on 

the expected usage patterns of different demographics. 

While implementation of the two approaches seems compatible, there is a major obstacle 

associated with combing the two methods. Specifically, the utility value function used for 
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modeling human decision making in Chapter 5 requires the use of real numbers in the formal 

model. This necessitated the use of hybrid model checking (where models can have both discrete 

and continuous features). In my case, this meant using SAL's infinite bounded model checker (de 

Moura, Owre, Rue, et al., 2004; Dutertre & Sorea, 2004). While the infinite bounded model 

checker was capable of proving whether or not a specific class of user would or would not use 

different features, it unfortunately is not compatible with SAL's automated test case generation 

(which requires a discrete model) (Hamon et al., 2005). Thus, to be able to generate test cases 

using formal models that contain utility value functions, I needed to pursue a different approach. 

6.1 Objectives 

While SAL's infinite bounded model checker is not compatible with test case generation with trap

variable-based coverage criteria, it can be used to prove specification properties. This enables it 

to be used with specification-based generation methods. Thus, the objective of this chapter was to 

investigate how to adapt my new test case generation approach so that it can be performed with 

specification-based generation (Gargantini & Heitmeyer, 1999; Hierons et al., 2009; Callahan et 

al., 1996; Heimdahl et al., 2001). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, specification-based test generation methods use model checking to 

prove properties against a model that are expected to produce counterexamples. These 

counterexamples can be treated as test cases. The properties are generally known as trap 

specifications (analogs to trap variables used in coverage-based analyses). By checking multiple 

trap specifications, multiple counterexamples/tests can be created to satisfy coverage criteria. 

Below I describe how to modify the method from Chapter 4 to accommodate the trap 

specification approach. I also formulate trap specifications capable of checking interface and 

activity coverage. I describe how this method was realized using EOFM and SAL. I then show 

how this new method can be used to generate tests for specific classes of users by employing the 
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smart thermostat application. I ultimately discuss these results and possible future extensions. 

6.1.1 Methods 

My new method for using trap specifications to generate test cases is shown in Figure 6.1. This 

proceeds effectively the same as the previous method. An analyst is in possession of their target 

system and a normative formal task model (presumably containing a non-discrete decision model 

or other continuous quantities). The analysts use automated generation and manual operations to 

convert these artifacts into a formal system model. However, rather than creating coverage criteria 

(as in the original method; Figure 4.1), the analysts create trap specifications to represent the same 

concepts. Next, instead of using an automated test case generator, the new method applies multiple 

model checking analyses in an attempt to find counterexamples that disprove the specifications. 

These counterexamples contain the same information as the test generated with the old method. 

Thus they are treated as the test cases. 

Machine Formal 
Description System Model 

Task Task Model Model 
Model Translation Checking 

Trap Test 
Specifications Case(s) 

Figure 6.1: The modification of my test case generation method (see Figure 4.1) in which coverage 
criteria are replaced with trap specifications. 

The critical factors to the success of this method are the trap specifications. In this dissertation, I 

am concerned with two coverage criteria: interface coverage and activity coverage (see Chapter 4). 

These must be asserted across multiple trap specifications. However, the form of the speciation 
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required for each criterion is consistent. 

Using linear temporal logic, for interface coverage, each trap specification needs to assert that 

an interface state (JnterfaceState) is globally never (G-,) reachable: 

G-,(JnterfaceState) . (6.1) 

If this speciation is not true (meaning that InterfaceState is reachable), a model checker will return 

a counterexample that shows how it can be achieved. By model checking this property for every 

possible interface state, an analyst will be guaranteed to have tests (counterexamples) that will 

experience every reachable interface state. 

For activity coverage, each trap specification needs to be designed to find a condition where an 

activity finishes executing. This is asserted by saying that an activity should never finish executing: 

G-,( (Activity= Executing) I\ X(Activity =Done)). (6.2) 

This can be interpreted as: it should globally never (G-,) be true that an activity goes from 

executing (Activity = Executing) to finished (Activity = Done) in the next (X) state. If this 

property is false, the model checker will return a counterexample showing how the activity can 

complete. By model checking such properties for every activity in a task model, an analyst will be 

guaranteed to have tests (counterexamples) that will experience the successful execution of every 

task activity. 

6.2 Implementation 

The new method (Figure 6.1) was realized by using EOFM for task analytic behavior modeling, 

EOFM's optimized translator for converting tasks into formal models (Bolton et al., 2017b), and 

SAL's infinite bounded model checker for finding tests (de Moura, Owre, Rue, et al., 2004). 
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6.3 Application 

To illustrate the ability of my new method to generate test cases for evaluating the user experience 

of different classes of operators, I applied it to the smart thermostat application from Chapter 5. 

Specifically, this application used the same smart thermostat system model (Figure 5.2) and 

tasks as the previous application (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). With these, I created two different formal 

system models based on the two different variations of the utility value function (Equation (5.4)) 

described in Equation (5.3): one for humans who value comfort and one where they prefer 

monetary savings. 

Next, I formulated both interface and activity coverage using the trap specification property 

patterns from Equations (6.1) and (6.2). 

For interface coverage, I first identified all of the variables that constituted the state of the 

interface. These included ilnterface, iMenultem, and iAutoAway (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4 or 

Appendix B). Based on the possible values for each of these variables, I then identified all of the 

possible interface states. For this, ilnterface can have three values (TempDisplay, Menu, 

AutoAwayMenu), iMenultem can have two (Temp/con, AutoAwaylcon), and iAutoAway can have 

two (On, Off). Thus, an example of an interface state would be: 

ilnterface = Menu I\ iMenultem = Temp/con I\ iAutoAway =Off. (6.3) 

The combinatorics of this dictated that there were 3 · 2 · 2 = 12 possible interface states. Thus there 

were 12 trap specifications for asserting interface coverage. For example, using the state from 

Equation (6.3) and the pattern from Equation (6.1), I get the following trap specification: 

G-, (ilnterface = Menu I\ iMenultem = Temp/con I\ iAutoAway =Off) . (6.4) 
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Activity coverage was able to exploit the fact that EOFM's formal semantics can represent the 

execution states of each activity (Bolton et al., 2017b). In the formal representation, they are 

represented using three Boolean variables. To illustrate this, consider the activity 

aTurnOnAutoAway from Figure 5.3. This has variables: aTurnOnAutoAway_R.eady, which is true 

when it is ready or waiting to execute; aTurnOnAutoAway_Executing, which is true when it is 

executing; and aTurnOnAutoAwayJ)one, which is true when it has finished executing. These 

types of activity variables can be used with Equation (6.2) for all task activities to collectively 

assert activity coverage. For example, for aTurnOnAutoAway, we get the trap specification: 

G-, ( ( aTurnOnAutoAway _Executing) /\ X (aTurnOnAutoAwayJ)one)). (6.5) 

Because there were 11 activities in original task model (Figures 5.3 and 5.4), there were ultimately 

11 trap specifications for activity coverage. 

A full listing of all of the trap specifications can be found in Appendix C. 

6.3.1 Analysis and Results 

Each of the trap specifications was verified against the two versions of my formal system model 

( one for each of the two value functions). These were performed on a computer workstation with a 

12-core 3.60 GHz Intel@Xeon@E5-1650 CPU with 128 Gigabytes of RAM running Linux Mint. 

When doing this, parameters were specifically assigned to use an iterative search (-it) to ensure 

no critical states were missed. Further, an absolute maximum search depth (-d 40) was used to 

ensure all possible system states were reachable. 

Results of the interface coverage analyses are reported in Table 6.1. Results of the activity 

coverage analyses are reported in Table 6.2. These reveal a number of interesting results. 

For the interface coverage data (Table 6.1), the result indicates that there are four interface 

states (associated with Trap IDs 3, 4, 9, and 10) that can never be reached. The fact that these are 
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unreachable for both types of utilized value functions suggests that these are invalid combinations 

rather than states rendered off-limits by human preferences. For the activity coverage data 

(Table 6.2), all but two of the trap specifications produced counterexamples in both models. This 

means that all but two activities could be completed, and these behaviors were associated with the 

generated tests. The two specifications that did not produce counterexamples were those 

associated with aTumOffAutoAway and aTumOnAutoAway (10 and 11 from Table 6.2). The 

model checking outcomes for these trap specifications were inconsistent between the models with 

the different value functions. This suggests that this difference in behavior is caused by the 

differences in value functions. In fact, these results are consistent with the finding reported in 

Chapter 5. Specifically, the user with value functions indicating a preference for monetary savings 

will never tum the auto-away feature off and the user with value functions indicating a preference 

for comfort will never tum it on. 

It is also important to note that many of the analyses performed discharged not only the trap 

condition they were designed to find, but other trap conditions from the analyses. This and the 

other results are discussed in the next section. 

6.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, I have introduced a new approach to automated test case generation. This method 

was specifically created to allow automated test case generation to be used with the human 

decision-making modeling I introduced in Chapter 5. Thus, the new method was designed to give 

analysts the ability to generate tests that would reflect different classes of users' experience (based 

on difference in behavior dictated by their decision models) when interacting with a device. 

This method uses a more traditional approach to automated test case generation where tests 

are created by using a model checker to generate counterexamples that achieve trap conditions 

asserted in specification properties (trap specifications). I showed how trap specifications could be 
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Table 6.1: Results of the Trap-specification-based Test Generation for Interface Coverage 
Trap Trap Interface State Prefers Monitory Savings Prefers Comfort 

ID ilnterface iMenuitem iAutoAway # Steps # Actions Traps Discharged Time (s) # Steps # Actions Traps Discharged Time (s) 

1 TempDisplay Templcon On 0 0 1 0.21 0 0 1 0.23 
2 Menu Templcon On 28 6 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12 15.22 2 1 1, 2 0.32 
3 AutoAwayMenu Templcon On NA NA 17.32 NA NA 17.82 
4 TempDisplay AutoAwayicon On NA NA 17.81 NA NA 17.56 
5 Menu AutoAwayicon On 23 5 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12 10.27 7 2 1, 2, 5 1.1 
6 AutoAwayMenu AutoAwayicon On 17 4 6, 7, 8, 11 , 12 5.46 12 3 1, 2, 5, 6 2.72 
7 TempDisplay Templcon Off 0 0.23 0 0 7 0.26 
8 Menu Templcon Off 2 1 7, 8 0.29 28 6 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11 , 12 14.88 
9 AutoAwayMenu Templcon Off NA NA 16.98 NA NA 18.52 
10 TempDisplay AutoAwayicon Off NA NA 18.41 NA NA 18.28 
11 Menu AutoAwayicon Off 7 2 7, 8, 11 1.16 23 5 1, 2, 5, 6, 11 , 12 10 
12 AutoAwayMenu AutoAwayicon Off 12 3 7, 8, 11 , 12 2.78 17 4 1, 2, 5, 6, 12 5.77 

Note. # Steps represents the number of steps in a produced counterexample. # Actions indicates that number of human actions in the counterexample. NA indicates 
that no counterexample was returned. Traps Discharged refers to the Trap ID of the trap conditions that were encountered in the produced counterexample. 

+:-
00 

Table 6.2: Results of the Trap-specification-based Test Generation for Activity Coverage 
Trap Prefers Monitory Savings Prefers Comfort 

ID Activity # Steps # Actions Other Traps Discharged Time (s) # Steps # Actions Other Traps Discharged Time (s) 

1 aChangeAutoAwaySetting 26 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11 14.15 26 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 14.34 
2 aConfirmChange 26 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11 13.95 26 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 15.28 
3 aEnterAwayMenu 15 3 3,4, 6 4 .94 15 3 3, 4, 6 4.84 
4 aExitTempDisplay 5 1 4 0.75 5 1 4 0.79 
5 aRetumToTempDisplay 36 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 18.37 36 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 18.31 
6 aScrollToAutoAwaylcon 10 2 4,6 2.08 10 2 4,6 2.41 
7 aScrol!ToTemplcon 31 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11 18.82 31 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 19.11 
8 aSelectTempDisplay 35 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 18.8 35 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 19.47 
9 aSwitchAutoAwaySetting 21 4 3,4,6,9, 11 9.72 21 4 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 9.12 
10 aTurnOff AutoAway NA NA 19.64 20 4 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 9.17 
11 aTurnOnAutoAway 20 4 3, 4, 6,9, 11 8.88 NA NA 19.02 

Note. # Steps represents the number of steps in a produced counterexample. # Actions indicates that number of human actions in the counterexample. 
NA indicates that no counterexample was returned. Traps Discharged refers to the Trap ID of the trap conditions that were encountered in the produced 
counterexample. 



generically formulated usmg linear temporal logic specification properties patterns 

(Equations (6.4) and (6.5)). I then realized this method using EOFM and SAL's infinite bounded 

model checker. 

When the method was applied to the smart thermostat application from Chapter 5, I obtained 

results that confirm that my approach is achieving its analysis goals. Specifically, for the activity 

coverage analyses were consistent with the verification analyses from Chapter 5. In the original 

analyses, users who prefer savings will never turn the auto-away feature off and users with 

preferences for comfort will never turn it on. In the test case generation, tests were created that 

showed every other activity behavior except these two conditions. In fact, the test case generation 

was consistent with the previous finding in that it could not find a way to make these behaviors 

occur. 

These results are significant because they have introduced the ability to generate test cases 

reflecting different users' experience with a device. This will give testers and analysts and 

unprecedented ability to assess the usability of devices for different types of operators. Further 

implications of my results are discussed below. 

6.4.1 Comparing Interface and Activity Coverage 

While other coverage criteria are definitely possible with my method (see the discussion in 

Chapter 4), I focused on interface and activity coverage. The analyses presented in this chapter 

actually show the limits of only relying on interface coverage for generating tests. Specifically, 

the disparity in feature utilization only becomes apparent in the tests created for activity coverage. 

This suggests that activity coverage is better suited to generating tests where the purpose is to 

elicit different user experiences. This and other coverage criteria should be further investigated in 

future work. 
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6.4.2 Test Generation Efficiency 

The main problem associated with specification-based test generation is that it is more inefficient 

than the coverage-criteria-based methods (Fraser & Gargantini, 2009). Specifically, coverage

criteria-based methods use a single statespace search to find tests of minimal length that will satisfy 

all of the trap conditions. Specification-based approaches (like the one presented here) usually 

require multiple model checking analyses of trap specifications. Fortunately, any test generated 

from a given trap specification may discharge more than one trap condition. Thus often only 

subsets of all of the generated tests need to be run. Unfortunately, determining the optimal subsets 

of test to execute is an NP-hard problem (Fraser & Gargantini, 2009). This means that all known 

solutions to this problem will, in the worst case, requiring evaluating every possible solution. 

Fortunately, there are good heuristics that allow analysts to quickly find near optimal subsets. 

For example, a greedy algorithm (Fraser & Gargantini, 2009) can be used to select generated tests. 

For this, a tester iteratively selects a test that discharges the largest number of undischarged trap 

conditions until all trap conditions have been satisfied. This gives them a nearly optimally efficient 

set of tests to use. 

The utility of this approach is especially obvious in my results. For example, for the activity 

coverage tests (Table 6.2), an analyst can select to execute the test generated for Trap ID 5 

(associated with activity aRetumToTempDisplay) because this discharges all of the dischargeable 

trap conditions for each type of human user. Executing the 7 actions associated with these tests 

will be much more efficient than executing all 44 actions across all of the generated tests. Thus, 

using this greedy algorithm should allow analysts to use my method to find efficient test 

sequences. 

Given that my method uses hierarchal task models as part of its process, it may be possible to 

use knowledge of the task hierarchy to generate tests more efficiently. In particular, analysts could 

focus on generating tests using activities at the tops of task hierarchies. They could then examine 
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the generated tests, determine which trap conditions have failed to discharge, and selectively 

generate tests to discharge those conditions. Future work should investigate the feasibility and 

effectiveness of such an approach. 

6.4.3 Comparing My Two Test Generation Methods 

My original automated test generation method (Chapter 4) was incompatible with the value 

function capabilities introduced in Chapter 5. However, the specification-based approach 

discussed in this chapter should be applicable in any condition the original method is capable of 

handling. Thus, even though the original method may be more efficient than the 

specification-based approach, it is less generally applicable. Future research should explore how 

both methods perform on a number of different human-interactive applications to determine when 

each method is most appropriate. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, I have introduced new formal methods for adding rigor and completeness to user 

experience testing. These methods use task analytic behavior modeling, utility theory, model 

checking, and automated test case generation to give analysts an unprecedented ability to predict 

how people will use different features of a system and run complete usability experiments to 

evaluate a system's human-machine interaction both generally and for different categories of 

users. This work has made a number of significant scientific contributions: 

• Automated Test Case Generation for Human-machine Interaction: My first contribution 

( discussed in Chapter 4) was a novel approach to automated test case generation for 

human-machine interaction. This method is unique because it uses formal models of both 

human task behavior and system behavior (to represent human-machine interaction) with 

coverage-criteria-based formal test case generation. Previous methods only ever accounted 

for task models or system behavior. I also showed how this method could be used to 

generate tests satisfying interface and activity coverage criteria. I ultimately demonstrated 

my approach with a real coffee machine application. By executing the generated cases on 

an actual coffee machine, I showed that my approach is capable of finding usability issues 
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related to both the validity of the coffee machine implementation with respect to the task 

model as well as other more-subjective dimensions. 

• Accounting for Human Decision Making Formal Verification Analyses: The use of task 

models in formal model checking analyses traditionally focused on capturing the range of 

normative behaviors that a human can execute. Given that different human preferences and 

judgments will impact how they interact with a system, this limits the types of analyses that 

verification and test case generation can be used to evaluate. In Chapter 5, I addressed this 

issue by presenting a new approach. Specifically, I introduced a means of including human 

judgment models in formal tasks in a way that would allow the judgment models to 

influence the execution of the task. I ultimately showed how this could be used to find 

feature utilization of a smart thermostat for people with different utility value functions. 

This development bridges two different areas of human performance modeling (task 

modeling and decision modeling) to show how they could be used together to predict 

human behavior. It also enables the contributions discussed next. 

• Accounting for Human Decision Making in Test Generation: The developments under the 

previous contribution enabled individual or group decision making to be accounted for in 

formal task analyses. However, the continuous nature of the decision model required was 

incompatible with the automated test case generation method used for the first contribution. 

Thus, for the contribution discussed in Chapter 6, I introduced a new method that uses 

automated test case generation by model-checking with specification-based methods. In 

particular, I showed how my original method could be updated to replace coverage criteria 

with trap specifications and an automated test generator with a model checker. I also 

showed how interface and activity coverage could be asserted using trap specifications. I 

realized this design using EOFM and SAL's infinite bounded model checker. I then showed 

that the method could be used to produce test sequences tailored to the decision models of 
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different users with the smart thermostat application from Chapter 5. This work is 

significant because it should enable test case generation to be used to evaluate the 

experience of different types of users, not just generic ones (as per previous methods). 

Collectively, this work adds rigor and completeness to usability and user experience testing at a 

level that was not previously possible. This has the potential to both change the way human

machine interaction is tested and to help engineers improve the usability and user experience of 

systems across society. 

To date, the work has produced two publications: 

1. Li, M., & Bolton, M. L. (ND). Automated test case generation for human-machine 

interaction. Under review in the IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems. 10 pages. 

2. Li, M., Behdad, Sara, & Bolton, M. L. (2018). A Formal methods approach to predicting 

how users will utilize system features. Accepted to the Proceedings ofthe 2018 International 

Annual Meeting of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society (5 pages). Santa Monica: 

Human Factors and Ergonomics Society. 

An additional paper is planned to discuss the contributions described in Chapter 6. 

This work also opens up future research directions. 

7.1 Other Models for Human Judgment and Decision-Making 

Utility theory was appropriate for modeling human decision-making in the smart thermostat 

application presented in Chapters 5 and 6 due to its economic nature. However, not all human 

decision-making is appropriate for utility theory (Gintis, 2014). For example, humans may make 

decisions based on judgments derived from environmental cues or how much they trust 

automation based on its history of behavior. Such scenarios would be better represented using 

judgment analysis techniques such as the Lens Model (Cooksey, 1996) or predictive models of 
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human operator trust (Lee & Moray, 1992) (respectively). However, the extension of EOFM 

presented here should allow different types of functional models to be accounted for in EOFM 

tasks. This would allow analysts to model human decision making in different contexts, using the 

appropriate model, evaluate the impact these could have on system safety and task performance, 

and use them to find different tests in automated test generation. Future work should explore how 

these and other human performance models can be incorporated into EOFM. 

7.2 Additional Coverage Criteria 

One of the major advantages of my test case generation methods is that they allow coverage 

criteria to be asserted over both human task behavior and system behavior. Further, because of the 

supported EOFM architecture, tests generated with any coverage criteria will be contextualized in 

terms of both the modeled human and system behavior. In the presented work I only considered 

interface state coverage and activity coverage. However, many other types of coverage are 

possible in my methods. For example, on the human task side, activity coverage could be 

extended to a more general form of act coverage. This would require all actions and activities in a 

task model to be executed in generated test cases. For both the task and interface perspectives, 

versions of decision coverage could be developed to ensure that test cases will account for every 

possible transition between task or interface states. This would allow for more complete usability 

analyses than those discussed here. 

Because EOFM's supported formal modeling architecture (Figure 2.2) can contain system 

elements beyond human tasks and interfaces, coverage criteria could be asserted across these 

elements as well. So, for example, criteria could relate to human operator mission goals, the 

underlying machine automation, or the environment. Hybrid coverage criteria could also be 

developed that transcend the boundaries between system elements. Future work should 

investigate which coverage criteria are most useful to system engineers. 
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7 .3 Scalability 

The major limitation of formal methods (and especially model checking) is scalability. In model 

checking, as concurrent components are added to a formal model, the statespace of the model 

grows exponentially. This can quickly lead to a situation where the model is too large or takes too 

long to prove properties about. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as the state explosion 

problem (Clarke, Grumberg, & Peled, 1999). Both of the two test generation methods explored in 

this work use model checking. Thus they are subject to this limitation. However, in both cases, the 

purpose of the analyses is to find traces through the model, not prove properties about it. This helps 

avoid the scalability issues because not every state in the system model needs to necessarily be 

searched. Future work should more deeply explore how the methods discussed in this dissertation 

scale and how the two different approaches compare on scalability. 
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APPENDIX A 

Code for the Coffee Machine Application 

A.1 EOFM XML Code 

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?oxygen RNGSchema="http://fhsl.eng.buffalo.edu/EOFM/EOFM.rng" type="xml"?> 
<eofms > 

<userdefinedtype name = "tBrewState" >{Stopped, Paused, Brewing}</userdefinedtype> 

<humanoperator name = "pUser" > 
<inputvariable name = "iPowerOn" basictype = "BOOLEAN" ></inputvariable> 
<inputvariable name = "iLidClosed" basictype = "BOOLEAN" ></inputvariable> 
<inputvariable name = "iEnoughWater" basictype = "BOOLEAN" ></inputvariable> 
<inputvariable name = "iHandleDown" basictype = "BODLEAN" ></inputvariable> 
<inputvariable name = "iBrewState" userdefinedtype = "tBrewState" ></inputvariable> 
<inputvariable name = "iMugPlaced" basictype = "BDDLEAN" ></inputvariable> 
<inputvariable name = "iKCupEntered" basictype = "BDDLEAN" ></inputvariable> 

<humanaction name = "hPressPowerButton" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hDpenLid" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hPourWater" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hCloseLid" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hLiftHandle" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hEnterKCup" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hRemoveKCup" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hLowerHandle" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hPlaceMug" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hPressBrewButton" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hWaitForBrewing" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hGetMug" behavior = "autoreset" /> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aPowerDn" > 

<precondition> NOT iPowerDn </precondition> 
<completioncondition> iPowerDn </completioncondition> 
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<decomposition operator = "ord" > 
<action humanaction = "hPressPowerButton" ></action> 

</decomposition> 
</activity> 

</eofm> 
<eofm> 

<activity name = "aPowerOff" > 
<precondition> iPowerOn </precondition> 
<completioncondition> NOT iPowerOn </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hPressPowerButton" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aOpenLid" > 

<precondition> iLidClosed </precondition> 
<completioncondition> NOT iLidClosed </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hOpenLid" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 
<eofm> 

<activity name = "aCloseLid" > 
<precondition> NOT iLidClosed </precondition> 
<completioncondition> iLidClosed </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hCloseLid" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 
<eofm> 

<activity name = "aPourWater" > 
<precondition> NOT iLidClosed AND NOT iEnoughWater </precondition> 
<completioncondition> iEnoughWater </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hPourWater" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aLiftHandle" > 

<precondition> iHandleDown AND iBrewState / = Brewing </precondition> 
<completioncondition> NOT iHandleDown </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hLiftHandle" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aEnterKCup" > 

<precondition> NOT iHandleDown AND NOT iKCupEntered </precondition> 
<completioncondition>iKCupEntered</completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "optor_seq" > 

<action humanaction = "hEnterKCup" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aRemoveKCup" > 
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<precondition> NOT iHandleDown AND iKCupEntered </precondition> 
<completioncondition>NOT iKCupEntered </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "optor_seq" > 

<action humanaction = "hRemoveKCup" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aLowerHandle" > 

<precondition> NOT iHandleDown </precondition> 
<completioncondition> iHandleDown </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hLowerHandle" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aPlaceMug" > 

<precondition> NOT iMugPlaced </precondition> 
<completioncondition> iMugPlaced </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hPlaceMug" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aRemoveMug" > 

<precondition> iMugPlaced </precondition> 
<decomposition operator = "xor" > 

<activity name = "aRemoveWhenBrewing" > 
<precondition>iBrewState = Brewing </precondition> 
<completioncondition>iBrewState = Paused AND NOT iMugPlaced 

</completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hGetMug" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
<activity name = "aRemoveWhenNotBrewing" > 

<precondition>iBrewState / = Brewing </precondition> 
<completioncondition> NOT iMugPlaced </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hGetMug" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aBrewDrink" > 

<precondition>iPowerOn AND iHandleDown AND iEnoughWater AND iMugPlaced 
AND iBrewState / = Brewing </precondition> 

<completioncondition> iBrewState = Brewing </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hPressBrewButton" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aPauseBrewing" > 

<precondition>iBrewState = Brewing </precondition> 
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<completioncondition> iBrewState = Paused </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hPressBrewButton" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aWaitForFinishingBrewing" > 

<precondition> iBrewState = Brewing </precondition> 
<completioncondition>iBrewState = Stopped AND NOT iEnoughWater 

</completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hWaitForBrewing" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</eofm> 

</humanoperator> 
</ eofms > 

A.2 SAL Code 

K2ActCoverage CONTEXT 
BEGIN 

tActivityState: TYPE = {actReady, actExecuting, actDone}; 
tBrewState: TYPE = {Stopped, Paused, Brewing}; 

pUser: MODULE = 
BEGIN 

INPUT iPowerOn: BOOLEAN 
INPUT iLidClosed: BOOLEAN 
INPUT iEnoughWater: BOOLEAN 
INPUT iHandleDown: BOOLEAN 
INPUT iBrewState: tBrewState 
INPUT iMugPlaced: BOOLEAN 
INPUT iKCupEntered: BOOLEAN 
INPUT ready: BOOLEAN 

OUTPUT hPressPowerButton: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hOpenLid: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hPourWater: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hCloseLid: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hLiftHandle: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hEnterKCup: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hRemoveKCup: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hLowerHandle: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hPlaceMug: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hPressBrewButton: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hWaitForBrewing: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hGetMug: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT submitted: BOOLEAN 

LOCAL aPowerOn: tActivityState 
LOCAL hPressPowerButton_1: tActivityState 
LOCAL aPowerOff: tActivityState 
LOCAL hPressPowerButton_2: tActivityState 
LOCAL aOpenLid: tActivityState 
LOCAL hOpenLid_3: tActivityState 
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LOCAL aCloseLid: tActivityState 
LOCAL hCloseLid_4: tActivityState 
LOCAL aPourWater: tActivityState 
LOCAL hPourWater_5 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aLiftHandle: tActivityState 
LOCAL hLiftHandle_6: tActivityState 
LOCAL aEnterKCup: tActivityState 
LOCAL hEnterKCup_7: tActivityState 
LOCAL aRemoveKCup: tActivityState 
LOCAL hRemoveKCup_B: tActivityState 
LOCAL aLowerHandle : tActivityState 
LOCAL hLowerHandle_9: tActivityState 
LOCAL aPlaceMug: tActivityState 
LOCAL hPlaceMug_1O: tActivityState 
LOCAL aRemoveMug: tActivityState 
LOCAL aRemoveWhenBrewing : tActivityState 
LOCAL hGetMug_11: tActivityState 
LOCAL aRemoveWhenNotBrewing: tActivityState 
LOCAL hGetMug_12: tActivityState 
LOCAL aBrewDrink: tActivityState 
LOCAL hPressBrewButton_13: tActivityState 
LOCAL aPauseBrewing: tActivityState 
LOCAL hPressBrewButton_14 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aWaitForFinishingBrewing: tActivityState 
LOCAL hWaitForBrewing_15 : tActivityState 

OUTPUT aBrewDrink_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aCloseLid_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aEnterKCup_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aLiftHandle_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aLowerHandle_Ex : BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aOpenLid_Ex : BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aPauseBrewing_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aPlaceMug_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aPourWater_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aPowerOff_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aPowerOn_Ex : BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aRemoveMug_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aRemoveWhenBrewing_Ex : BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aRemoveWhenNotBrewing_Ex : BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aWaitForFinishingBrewing_Ex: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT aRemoveKCup_Ex: BOOLEAN 

INITIALIZATION 
hPressPowerButton FALSE ; 
hOpenLid = FALSE ; 
hPourWater = FALSE ; 
hCloseLid = FALSE ; 
hLiftHandle = FALSE ; 
hEnterKCup = FALSE ; 
hRemoveKCup = FALSE ; 
hLowerHandle = FALSE ; 
hPlaceMug = FALSE ; 
hPressBrewButton = FALSE ; 
hWaitForBrewing = FALSE ; 
hGetMug = FALSE ; 
submitted= FALSE ; 
aPowerOn = actReady; 
hPressPowerButton_1 = actReady; 
aPowerOff = actReady; 
hPressPowerButton_2 = actReady; 
aOpenLid = actReady; 
hOpenLid_3 = actReady; 
aCloseLid = actReady; 
hCloseLid_4 = actReady; 
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aPourWater = actReady; 
hPourWater_5 = actReady; 
aLiftHandle = actReady; 
hLiftHandle_6 = actReady; 
aEnterKCup = actReady; 
hEnterKCup_7 = actReady; 
aRemoveKCup = actReady; 
hRemoveKCup_B = actReady; 
aLowerHandle = actReady; 
hLowerHandle_9 = actReady; 
aPlaceMug = actReady; 
hPlaceMug_10 = actReady; 
aRemoveMug = actReady; 
aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady; 
hGetMug_11 = actReady; 
aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = actReady; 
hGetMug_12 = actReady; 
aBrewDrink = actReady; 
hPressBrewButton_13 = actReady; 
aPauseBrewing = actReady; 
hPressBrewButton_14 = actReady; 
aWaitForFinishingBrewing = actReady; 
hWaitForBrewing_15 = actReady; 

DEFI NITIO N 
aBrewDrink Ex= aBrewDrink = actExecuting; 
aCloseLid_Ex = aCloseLid = actExecuting; 
aEnterKCup_Ex = aEnterKCup = actExecuting; 
aLiftHandle_Ex = aLiftHandle = actExecuting; 
aLowerHandle_Ex = aLowerHandle = actExecuting; 
aOpenLid_Ex = aOpenLid = actExecuting; 
aPauseBrewing_Ex = aPauseBrewing = actExecuting; 
aPlaceMug_Ex = aPlaceMug = actExecuting; 
aPourWater_Ex = aPourWater = actExecuting; 
aPowerOff_Ex = aPowerOff = actExecuting; 
aPowerOn_Ex = aPowerOn = actExecuting; 
aRemoveMug_Ex = aRemoveMug = actExecuting; 
aRemoveWhenBrewing_Ex = aRemoveWhenBrewing = actExecuting; 
aRemoveWhenNotBrewing_Ex = aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = actExecuting; 
aWaitForFinishingBrewing_Ex = aWaitForFinishingBrewing = actExecuting; 
aRemoveKCup_Ex = aRemoveKCup = actExecuting; 

TRA NS ITIO N 
[ 

aPowerOn_ReadyToExecuting: aPowerOn = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iPowerOn) AND NOT ( iPowerOn 
'--+ ) --> 

aPowerOn' = actExecuting; 
[]aPowerOn_ExecutingDone: aPowerOn actExecuting AND hPressPowerButton 1 actDone 

'--+ AND (iPowerOn) --> 
aPowerOn' = actDone; 

[]aPowerOn_DoneToReady: aPowerOn actDone --> 
aPowerOn' = actReady; 
hPressPowerButton_1' = actReady; 

[]hPressPowerButton_l_ReadyToExecuting: hPressPowerButton 1 actReady AND aPowerOn 
'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 

hPressPowerButton_1' = actExecuting; 
hPressPowerButton' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 
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[]aPowerOff_ReadyToExecuting: aPowerOff = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( iPowerOn) AND NOT ( NOT iPowerOn 
'--+ ) --> 

aPowerOff' = actExecuting; 
[] aPowerOff_ExecutingDone: aPowerOff actExecuting AND hPressPowerButton 2 actDone 

'--+ AND ( NOT iPowerOn) --> 
aPowerOff ' = act Done; 

[] aPowerOff_DoneToReady: aPowerOff actDone --> 
aPowerOff ' = act Ready; 
hPressPowerButton_2' = actReady; 

[]hPressPowerButton_2_ReadyToExecuting: hPressPowerButton 2 actReady AND aPowerOff 
'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 

hPressPowerButton_2' = actExecuting; 
hPressPowerButton' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] aOpenLid_ReadyToExecuting: aOpenLid = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( iLidClosed ) AND NOT ( NOT 
'--+ iLidClosed) --> 

aOpenLid' = actExecuting; 
[] aOpenLid_ExecutingDone: aOpenLid actExecuting AND hOpenLid_3 actDone AND ( NOT 

'--+ iLidClosed) --> 
aOpenLid' = actDone; 

[] aOpenLid_DoneToReady: aOpenLid actDone --> 
aOpenLid' = actReady; 
hOpenLid_3' = actReady; 

[]hOpenLid_3_ReadyToExecuting: hOpenLid_3 actReady AND aOpenLid actExecuting AND 
'--+ ready --> 

hOpenLid_3' = actExecuting; 
hOpenLid' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] aCloseLid_ReadyToExecuting: aCloseLid = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iLidClosed) AND NOT ( 
'--+ iLidClosed) --> 

aCloseLid' = actExecuting; 
[] aCloseLid_ExecutingDone: aCloseLid actExecuting AND hCloseLid 4 actDone AND ( 

'--+ iLidClosed) --> 
aCloseLid' = actDone; 

[]aCloseLid_DoneToReady : aCloseLid actDone --> 
aCloseLid' = actReady; 
hCloseLid_4' = actReady; 

[]hCloseLid_4_ReadyToExecuting: hCloseLid 4 actReady AND aCloseLid actExecuting 
'--+ AND ready --> 

hCloseLid_4' = actExecuting; 
hCloseLid' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aPourWater_ReadyToExecuting : aPourWater = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
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'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iLidClosed AND NOT 
'--+ iEnoughWater) AND NOT ( iEnoughWater ) --> 

aPourWater' = actExecuting; 
[]aPourWater_ExecutingDone : aPourWater = actExecuting AND hPourWater 5 actDone AND ( 

'--+ iEnoughWater ) --> 
aPourWater' = actDone; 

[]aPourWater_DoneToReady: aPourWater actDone --> 
aPourWater' = actReady; 
hPourWater_5' = actReady; 

[]hPourWater_5_ReadyToExecuting: hPourWater 5 actReady AND aPourWater actExecuting 
'--+ AND ready --> 

hPourWater_5' = actExecuting; 
hPourWater' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aLiftHandle_ReadyToExecuting : aLiftHandle = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting 
'--+ AND aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( iHandleDown AND iBrewState /= 
'--+ Brewing) AND NOT ( NOT iHandleDown) --> 

aLiftHandle' = actExecuting; 
[]aLiftHandle_ExecutingDone : aLiftHandle actExecuting AND hLiftHandle 6 actDone 

'--+ AND ( NOT iHandleDown) --> 
aLiftHandle' = actDone; 

[] aLiftHandle_DoneToReady: aLiftHandle actDone --> 
aLiftHandle' = actReady; 
hLiftHandle_6' = actReady; 

[]hLiftHandle_6_ReadyToExecuting: hLiftHandle 6 actReady AND aLiftHandle 
'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 

hLiftHandle_6' = actExecuting; 
hLiftHandle' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aEnterKCup_ReadyToExecuting: aEnterKCup = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iHandleDown AND NOT 
'--+ iKCupEntered) AND NOT (iKCupEntered) --> 

aEnterKCup' = actExecuting; 
[]aEnterKCup_ExecutingDone : aEnterKCup = actExecuting AND hEnterKCup_7 /= actExecuting 

'--+ AND (iKCupEntered) --> 
aEnterKCup' = actDone; 

[] aEnterKCup_DoneToReady: aEnterKCup actDone --> 
aEnterKCup' = actReady; 
hEnterKCup_7' = actReady; 

[]hEnterKCup_7_ReadyToExecuting: hEnterKCup_7 actReady AND aEnterKCup actExecuting 
'--+ AND ready --> 

hEnterKCup_7' = actExecuting; 
hEnterKCup' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] aRemoveKCup_ReadyToExecuting: aRemoveKCup = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting 
'--+ AND aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iHandleDown AND iKCupEntered 
'--+ ) AND NOT ( NOT iKCupEntered) --> 

aRemoveKCup' = actExecuting; 
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[]aRemoveKCup_ExecutingDone: aRemoveKCup = actExecuting AND hRemoveKCup_B /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND ( NOT iKCupEntered) --> 

aRemoveKCup' = actDone; 
[]aRemoveKCup_DoneToReady: aRemoveKCup = actDone --> 

aRemoveKCup' = actReady; 
hRemoveKCup_B' = actReady; 

[]hRemoveKCup_B_ReadyToExecuting: hRemoveKCup_B actReady AND aRemoveKCup 
'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 

hRemoveKCup_B' = actExecuting; 
hRemoveKCup' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aLowerHandle_ReadyToExecuting: aLowerHandle = actReady AND aPower □ n /= actExecuting 
'--+ AND aPower □ ff /= actExecuting AND a □ penLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iHandleDown) AND NOT ( 
'--+ iHandleDown ) --> 

aLowerHandle ' = actExecuting; 
[] aLowerHandle_ExecutingDone: aLowerHandle actExecuting AND hLowerHandle 9 actDone 

'--+ AND ( iHandleDown ) --> 
aLowerHandle' = actDone; 

[]aLowerHandle_DoneToReady: aLowerHandle actDone --> 
aLowerHandle' = actReady; 
hLowerHandle_9' = actReady; 

[]hLowerHandle_9_ReadyToExecuting: hLowerHandle 9 actReady AND aLowerHandle 
'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 

hLowerHandle_9' = actExecuting; 
hLowerHandle' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aPlaceMug_ReadyToExecuting: aPlaceMug = actReady AND aPower □ n /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPower □ ff /= actExecuting AND a □ penLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( NOT iMugPlaced) AND NOT ( 
'--+ iMugPlaced) --> 

aPlaceMug' = actExecuting; 
[] aPlaceMug_ExecutingDone: aPlaceMug actExecuting AND hPlaceMug_10 actDone AND ( 

'--+ iMugPlaced) --> 
aPlaceMug' = actDone; 

[]aPlaceMug_DoneToReady: aPlaceMug actDone --> 
aPlaceMug' = actReady; 
hPlaceMug_10' = actReady; 

[]hPlaceMug_10_ReadyToExecuting: hPlaceMug_10 actReady AND aPlaceMug actExecuting 
'--+ AND ready --> 

hPlaceMug_10 ' = actExecuting; 
hPlaceMug' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aRemoveMug_ReadyToExecuting: aRemoveMug = actReady AND aPower □ n /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPower □ ff /= actExecuting AND a □ penLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( iMugPlaced ) --> 

aRemoveMug' = actExecuting; 
[]aRemoveMug_ExecutingDone: aRemoveMug = actExecuting AND aRemoveWhenBrewing /= 

'--+ actExecuting AND aRemoveWhenNotBrewing /= actExecuting AND (aRemoveWhenBrewing 
'--+ = actDone DR aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = actDone) --> 

aRemoveMug' = actDone; 
[]aRemoveMug_DoneToReady: aRemoveMug = actDone --> 

aRemoveMug' = actReady; 
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aRemoveWhenBrewing' = actReady; 
hGetMug_11' = actReady; 
aRemoveWhenNotBrewing' = actReady; 
hGetMug_12' = actReady; 

[]aRemoveWhenBrewing_ReadyToExecuting : aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady AND aRemoveMug 
'--+ actExecuting AND aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady AND aRemoveWhenNotBrewing 
'--+ actReady AND (iBrewState = Brewing) AND NOT (iBrewState = Paused AND NOT 
'--+ iMugPlaced) --> 

aRemoveWhenBrewing' = actExecuting; 
[]aRemoveWhenBrewing_ExecutingDone: aRemoveWhenBrewing = actExecuting AND hGetMug_11 

'--+ actDone AND (iBrewState = Paused AND NOT iMugPlaced) --> 
aRemoveWhenBrewing' = actDone; 

[] aRemoveWhenBrewing_ReadyToDone: aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady AND aRemoveMug = 

'--+ actExecuting AND aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady AND aRemoveWhenNotBrewing 
'--+ actReady AND (iBrewState = Paused AND NOT iMugPlaced) --> 

aRemoveWhenBrewing' = actDone; 
[]hGetMug_11_ReadyToExecuting : hGetMug_11 = actReady AND aRemoveWhenBrewing 

'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 
hGetMug_11' = actExecuting; 
hGetMug' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aRemoveWhenNotBrewing_ReadyToExecuting: aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = actReady AND 
'--+ aRemoveMug = actExecuting AND aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady AND 
'--+ aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = actReady AND (iBrewState /= Brewing) AND NOT ( NOT 
'--+ iMugPlaced) --> 

aRemoveWhenNotBrewing' = actExecuting; 
[] aRemoveWhenNotBrewing_ExecutingDone: aRemoveWhenNotBrewing actExecuting AND 

'--+ hGetMug_12 = actDone AND ( NOT iMugPlaced) --> 
aRemoveWhenNotBrewing' = actDone; 

[]aRemoveWhenNotBrewing_ReadyToDone: aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = actReady AND aRemoveMug 
'--+ actExecuting AND aRemoveWhenBrewing = actReady AND aRemoveWhenNotBrewing = 

'--+ actReady AND ( NOT iMugPlaced) --> 
aRemoveWhenNotBrewing' = actDone; 

[]hGetMug_12_ReadyToExecuting: hGetMug_12 actReady AND aRemoveWhenNotBrewing 
'--+ actExecuting AND ready --> 

hGetMug_12' = actExecuting; 
hGetMug' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aBrewDrink_ReadyToExecuting : aBrewDrink = actReady AND aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND (iPowerOn AND iHandleDown AND 
'--+ iEnoughWater AND iMugPlaced AND iBrewState /= Brewing) AND NOT ( iBrewState 
'--+ Brewing) --> 

aBrewDrink' = actExecuting; 
[] aBrewDrink_ExecutingDone: aBrewDrink = actExecuting AND hPressBrewButton 13 

'--+ actDone AND ( iBrewState = Brewing) --> 
aBrewDrink' = actDone; 

[] aBrewDrink_DoneToReady: aBrewDrink = actDone --> 
aBrewDrink' = actReady; 
hPressBrewButton_13' = actReady; 

[]hPressBrewButton_13_ReadyToExecuting: hPressBrewButton 13 actReady AND aBrewDrink 
'--+ = actExecuting AND ready--> 

hPressBrewButton_13' = actExecuting; 
hPressBrewButton' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aPauseBrewing_ReadyToExecuting: aPauseBrewing = actReady AND aPowerOn /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aCloseLid /= actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND aLiftHandle /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aLowerHandle /= actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND aRemoveMug /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= actExecuting 
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'--+ AND aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND (iBrewState Brewing ) AND 
'--+ NOT ( iBrewState = Paused) --> 

aPauseBrewing' = actExecuting; 
[]aPauseBrewing_ExecutingDone: aPauseBrewing actExecuting AND hPressBrewButton 14 

'--+ actDone AND ( iBrewState = Paused) --> 
aPauseBrewing' = actDone; 

[]aPauseBrewing_DoneToReady: aPauseBrewing = actDone --> 
aPauseBrewing' = actReady; 
hPressBrewButton_14' = actReady; 

[]hPressBrewButton_14_ReadyToExecuting: hPressBrewButton 14 actReady AND 
'--+ aPauseBrewing = actExecuting AND ready --> 

hPressBrewButton_14' = actExecuting; 
hPressBrewButton' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[]aWaitForFinishingBrewing_ReadyToExecuting: aWaitForFinishingBrewing = actReady AND 
'--+ aPowerOn /= actExecuting AND aPowerOff /= actExecuting AND aOpenLid /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aCloseLid /= actExecuting AND aPourWater /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aLiftHandle /= actExecuting AND aEnterKCup /= actExecuting AND aRemoveKCup /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aLowerHandle /= actExecuting AND aPlaceMug /= actExecuting AND 
'--+ aRemoveMug /= actExecuting AND aBrewDrink /= actExecuting AND aPauseBrewing /= 
'--+ actExecuting AND aWaitForFinishingBrewing /= actExecuting AND ( iBrewState 
'--+ Brewing) AND NOT (iBrewState = Stopped AND NOT iEnoughWater) --> 

aWaitForFinishingBrewing' = actExecuting; 
[]aWaitForFinishingBrewing_ExecutingDone : aWaitForFinishingBrewing = actExecuting AND 

'--+ hWaitForBrewing_15 = actDone AND (iBrewState = Stopped AND NOT iEnoughWater) 
'--+ --> 

aWaitForFinishingBrewing' = actDone; 
[] aWaitForFinishingBrewing_DoneToReady: aWaitForFinishingBrewing actDone --> 

aWaitForFinishingBrewing' = actReady; 
hWaitForBrewing_15' = actReady; 

[]hWaitForBrewing_15_ReadyToExecuting : hWaitForBrewing_15 = actReady AND 
'--+ aWaitForFinishingBrewing = actExecuting AND ready --> 

hWaitForBrewing_15' = actExecuting; 
hWaitForBrewing' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] pUser_ActionReset: submitted AND NOT ready --> 
submitted' = FAL SE ; 
hPressPowerButton 1' = IF hPressPowerButton 1 actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE 

'--+ hPressPowerButton_1 ENDIF ; 
hPressPowerButton 2' = IF hPressPowerButton 2 actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE 

'--+ hPressPowerButton_2 ENDIF ; 
hOpenLid_3' = IF hOpenLid_3 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hOpenLid_3 ENDIF ; 
hCloseLid_4' = IF hCloseLid_4 = actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE hCloseLid_4 ENDIF ; 
hPourWater_5' = IF hPourWater_5 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hPourWater_5 ENDIF ; 
hLiftHandle_6' = IF hLiftHandle_6 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hLiftHandle_6 

'--+ END IF ; 
hEnterKCup_7' = IF hEnterKCup_7 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hEnterKCup_7 ENDIF ; 
hRemoveKCup_B' = IF hRemoveKCup_B actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hRemoveKCup_B 

'--+ END IF ; 
hLowerHandle_9' = IF hLowerHandle 9 = actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE hLowerHandle_9 

'--+ END IF ; 
hPlaceMug_1O' IF hPlaceMug_1O = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hPlaceMug_1O ENDIF ; 
hGetMug_11' = IF hGetMug_11 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hGetMug_11 ENDIF ; 
hGetMug_12' = IF hGetMug_12 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hGetMug_12 ENDIF ; 
hPressBrewButton 13' = IF hPressBrewButton 13 actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE 

'--+ hPressBrewButton_13 ENDIF ; 
hPressBrewButton 14' = IF hPressBrewButton 14 actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE 

'--+ hPressBrewButton_14 ENDIF ; 
hWaitForBrewing_15' = IF hWaitForBrewing_15 actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE 

'--+ hWaitForBrewing_15 ENDIF ; 
hPressPowerButton' = FAL SE ; 
hOpenLid' = FAL SE ; 
hPourWater' = FAL SE ; 
hCloseLid' = FAL SE ; 
hLiftHandle' = FAL SE ; 
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hEnterKCup' = FALSE ; 
hRemoveKCup' = FAL SE ; 
hLowerHandle' = FAL SE ; 
hPlaceMug' = FALSE ; 
hPressBrewButton' = FALSE ; 
hWaitForBrewing' = FALSE ; 
hGetMug' = FAL SE ; 

J; 
END; 

pUserinterface : MODULE = 
BEGI N 

I NPUT hPressPowerButton: BOOLEAN 
I NPUT hDpenLid: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT hPourWater: BOOLEAN 
I NPUT hCloseLid : BOOLEA N 
I NPUT hLiftHandle: BOOLEAN 
I NPUT hEnterKCup: BOOLEAN 
I NPUT hRemoveKCup: BOOLEAN 
I NPUT hLowerHandle: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT hPlaceMug: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT hPressBrewButton: BOOLEAN 
I NPUT hWaitForBrewing: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT hGetMug: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT submitted: BOOLEA N 

OUTPUT iPowerDn: BOOLEA N 
OUTPUT iLidClosed: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT iEnoughWater: BOOLEA N 
OUTPUT iHandleDown: BOOLEA N 
OUTPUT iBrewState: tBrewState 
OUTPUT iMugPlaced: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT iKCupEntered: BOOLEA N 
OUTPUT ready: BOOLEA N 

I NITIALIZATIO N 
ready= TRUE ; 
iBrewState = Stopped; 
iEnoughWater = false; 
iKCupEntered = false; 
iHandleDown = true; 
iLidClosed = true; 
iMugPlaced = false; 
iPowerDn false; 

TRA NS ITIO N 
[ 
NOT (ready DR submitted) --> 

ready' = TRUE ; 

[]hPressPowerButton AND NOT iPowerDn AND ready AND submitted --> 
iBrewState' = Stopped; 
iPowerDn' = TRUE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hPressPowerButton AND iPowerDn AND ready AND submitted --> 
iBrewState' = Stopped; 
iPowerDn' = FAL SE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hPressBrewButton AND iBrewState /= Brewing AND iEnoughWater AND iHandleDown AND 
'--+ iMugPlaced AND iPowerDn AND ready AND submitted --> 

iBrewState' = Brewing; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hPressBrewButton AND iBrewState Brewing AND ready AND submitted --> 
iBrewState' = Paused; 
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ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hGetMug AND iMugPlaced AND ready AND submitted --> 
iMugPlaced' = FALSE ; 
iBrewState' = IF iBrewState = Brewing THEN Paused ELSE iBrewState ENDIF ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hWaitForBrewing AND iBrewState Brewing AND ready AND submitted --> 
iBrewState' = Stopped; 
iEnoughWater' = FALSE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hPlaceMug AND NOT iMugPlaced AND ready AND submitted --> 
iMugPlaced' = TRUE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hOpenLid AND iLidClosed AND ready AND submitted --> 
iLidClosed' = FALSE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hCloseLid AND NOT iLidClosed AND ready AND submitted --> 
iLidClosed' = TRUE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hLiftHandle AND iBrewState /= Brewing AND iHandleDown AND ready AND submitted --> 
iHandleDown' = FALSE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hLowerHandle AND NOT iHandleDown AND ready AND submitted --> 
iHandleDown' = TRUE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hEnterKCup AND NOT iHandleDown AND NOT iKCupEntered AND ready AND submitted--> 
iKCupEntered' = TRUE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hRemoveKCup AND NOT iHandleDown AND iKCupEntered AND ready AND submitted--> 
iKCupEntered' = FALSE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]hPourWater AND NOT iLidClosed AND ready AND submitted --> 
iEnoughWater' = TRUE ; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

J; 
END ; 

main: MODULE pUser [] pUserinterface; 

END 

A.3 SCM Coverage Criteria File 

(define goal-list ' ( 
"aBrewDrink_Ex" 
"aCloseLid_Ex" 
"aEnterKCup_Ex" 
"aLiftHandle_Ex" 
"aLowerHandle_Ex" 
"aOpenLid_Ex" 
"aPauseBrewing_Ex" 
"aPlaceMug_Ex" 
"aPourWater _Ex" 
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"aPoverDff_Ex" 
''aPowerDn_Ex'' 
"aRemoveMug_Ex" 
"aRemoveWhenBreving_Ex" 
"aRemoveWhenNotBreving_Ex" 
"aWaitForFinishingBreving_Ex" 
"aRemoveKCup_Ex"; 

) ) 
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APPENDIXB 

Code for the Smart Thermostat Application 

B.1 EOFM XML Code 

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?oxygen RNGSchema="http://fhsl.eng.buffalo.edu/EOFM/EOFMC.rng" type="xml"?> 
<eofms > 

<userdefinedtype name = "tinterface" >{TempDisplay,Menu,AutoAwayMenu}</userdefinedtype> 
<userdefinedtype name = "tMenuicon" >{Tempicon,AutoAwayicon}</userdefinedtype> 
<userdefinedtype name = "t0n0ff" >{Dn,Dff}</userdefinedtype> 

<userdefinedtype name = "tValue" >{X : REAL I X &gt;= 0 }</userdefinedtype> 
<userdefinedtype name = "tTemp" >{X : REAL I X &gt;= 40 AND X &lt;= 90}</userdefinedtype> 

<constant name = "cAutoTemp" userdefinedtype = "tTemp" >50</constant> 
<constant name = "cidealTemp" userdefinedtype = "tTemp" >71</constant> 

<constant name = "cindoorTemp" userdefinedtype = "tTemp" parameter = "S u : u tTemp, u Eu : u tTemp" > 
IF E &gt ; S THEN E ELSE S ENDIF 

</constant> 

<constant name = "cCost" userdefinedtype = "tValue" parameter = "I u : u tTemp, u Eu : u tTemp" > 
0 . 0 15 * (I - E) 

</constant> 

<constant name = "cComfort" userdefinedtype = "tValue" parameter = "I u : u tTemp" > 
IF I &gt ;= 67 AND I &lt ; 75 THEN 0 .1 
ELSIF I &gt ;= 64 AND I &lt ; 67 THEN 0 . 0 5 
ELSIF I &gt ;= 6 1 AND I &lt ; 64 THEN 0 . 0 1 
ELSE 0 END IF 

</constant> 

<constant name = "cVal" basictype = "REAL" parameter = "Cost u : u tValue, u Comf u : u tValue" > 
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Comf - Cost 
</constant> 

<humanoperator name = "pUser" > 
<inputvariable name = "ilnterface" userdefinedtype = "tlnterface" /> 
<inputvariable name = "iMenuitem" userdefinedtype = "tMenuicon" /> 
<inputvariable name = "iAutoAway" userdefinedtype = "tDnDff" /> 

<inputvariable name = "iEnvironmentTemp" basictype = "tTemp" /> <!-- in degrees F --> 

<humanaction name = "hScroll" behavior = "autoreset" /> 
<humanaction name = "hClick" behavior = "autoreset" /> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aReturnToTempDisplay" > 

<precondition>ilnterface = Menu </precondition> 
<completioncondition>ilnterface = TempDisplay </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<activity name = "aScrollToTempicon" > 
<precondition>iMenuitem / = Templcon </precondition> 
<repeatcondition>iMenuitem / = Templcon </repeatcondition> 
<completioncondition>iMenuitem = Templcon </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hScroll" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
<activity name = "aSelectTempDisplay" > 

<decomposition operator = "ord" > 
<action humanaction = "hClick" ></action> 

</decomposition> 
</activity> 

</decomposition> 
</activity> 

</eofm> 

<eofm> 
<activity name = "aChangeAutoAwaySetting" > 

<precondition>(iAutoAway = Off AND cVal ( cCost ( clndoorTemp ( cAutoTemp , iEnvironmentTemp 
'--+ ) , iEnvironmentTemp ), cComfort ( clndoorTemp ( cAutoTemp , iEnvironmentTemp ))) &gt ; cVal ( 
'--+ cCost ( clndoorTemp ( cidealTemp , iEnvironmentTemp ), iEnvironmentTemp ), cComfort ( 
'--+ clndoorTemp ( cidealTemp , iEnvironmentTemp )))) 

DR 
( iAutoAway = On AND cVal ( cCost ( clndoorTemp ( cidealTemp , iEnvironmentTemp ), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp ), cComfort ( clndoorTemp ( cidealTemp , iEnvironmentTemp ))) &gt ; cVal ( 
'--+ cCost ( clndoorTemp ( cAutoTemp , iEnvironmentTemp ) , iEnvironmentTemp ), cComfort ( clndoorTemp 
'--+ ( cAutoTemp , iEnvironmentTemp )))) </precondition> 

<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<activity name = "aExitTempDisplay" > 
<precondition>ilnterface = TempDisplay </precondition> 
<completioncondition>ilnterface = Menu </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hClick" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 

<activity name = "aScrollToAutoAwayicon" > 
<precondition>ilnterface = Menu AND iMenuitem / = AutoAwayicon </precondition> 
<repeatcondition>iMenuitem / = AutoAwayicon </repeatcondition> 
<completioncondition>iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hScroll" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
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<activity name = "aEnterAwayMenu" > 
<precondition>iinterface = Menu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon </precondition> 
<completioncondition>iinterface = AutoAwayMenu </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hClick" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 

<activity name = "aSwitchAutoAwaySetting" > 
<precondition>iinterface = AutoAwayMenu </precondition> 
<decomposition operator = "xor" > 

<activity name = "aTurnDnAutoAway" > 
<precondition>iAutoAway /= Dn </precondition> 
<repeatcondition>iAutoAway /= Dn </repeatcondition> 
<completioncondition>iAutoAway = Dn </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hScroll" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
<activity name = "aTurnDffAutoAway" > 

<precondition>iAutoAway /= Dff </precondition> 
<repeatcondition>iAutoAway /= Dff </repeatcondition> 
<completioncondition>iAutoAway = Dff </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hScroll" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 

<activity name = "aConfirmChange" > 
<precondition>iinterface = AutoAwayMenu </precondition> 
<completioncondition>iinterface = Menu </completioncondition> 
<decomposition operator = "ord" > 

<action humanaction = "hClick" ></action> 
</decomposition> 

</activity> 

</decomposition> 
</activity> 

</eofm> 

</humanoperator> 
</eofms> 

B.2 SAL Code 

ThermoComfort CONTEXT = 
BEGIN 

tTemp: TYPE {X : REAL I X >= D AND X <= 90}; 
tValue: TYPE = {X : REAL I X >= D }; 

cAutoTemp: tTemp = 50; 
cidealTemp: tTemp = 71; 

cindoorTemp (S : tTemp, E tTemp): tTemp = IF E > S THEN E ELSE S ENDIF ; 

cCost(I tTemp, E tTemp): tValue = 0.015 * (I - E); 
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cComfort (I : tTemp): 
IF I >= 67 AND I 
ELSIF I >= 64 AND 
ELSIF I >= 61 AND 
ELSE O ENDIF ; 

cVal (Cost : tValue, 

tValue = 
< 75 THEN 1 
I< 67 THEN 0.5 
I< 64 THEN 0.1 

Comf : tValue): REAL = Comf - Cost; 

tActivityState: TYPE = {actReady, actExecuting, actDone}; 
tinterface: TYPE = {TempDisplay,Menu,AutoAwayMenu}; 
tMenuicon: TYPE 
tOnOff: TYPE = 

humanOperators: 
BEGIN 

%% Variables 

= {Tempicon,AutoAwayicon}; 
{On,Off}; 

MODULE = 

for pUser 
INPUT iinterface: tinterface 
INPUT iMenuitem : tMenuicon 
INPUT iAutoAway : tOnOff 
INPUT iEnvironmentTemp: tTemp 
OUTPUT hScroll : BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT hClick: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aReturnToTempDisplay_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToTempicon_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToTempicon_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToTempicon_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToTempicon_Repeating: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hScroll_1 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aSelectTempDisplay_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aSelectTempDisplay_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aSelectTempDisplay_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hClick_2 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aExitTempDisplay_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aExitTempDisplay_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aExitTempDisplay_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hClick_3 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hScroll_4 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aEnterAwayMenu_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aEnterAwayMenu_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aEnterAwayMenu_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hClick_5 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOnAutoAway_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOnAutoAway_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOnAutoAway_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOnAutoAway_Repeating: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hScroll_6 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aTurnOffAutoAway_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOffAutoAway_Executing: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOffAutoAway_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aTurnOffAutoAway_Repeating: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hScroll_7 : tActivityState 
LOCAL aConfirmChange_Ready: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL aConfirmChange_Executing: BOOLEAN 
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LOCAL aConfirmChange_Done: BOOLEAN 
LOCAL hClick_B: tActivityState 

INITIALIZATION 
hScroll = FALSE ; 
hClick = FALSE ; 
aReturnToTempDisplay_Done = FALSE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Done = FALSE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Repeating = FALSE ; 
hScroll_1 = actReady; 
hClick_2 = actReady; 
aExitTempDisplay_Done = FALSE ; 
hClick_3 = actReady; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done = FALSE ; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating = FALSE ; 
hScroll_4 = actReady; 
aEnterAwayMenu_Done = FALSE ; 
hClick_5 = actReady; 
aTurnOnAutoAway_Done = FALSE ; 
aTurnOnAutoAway_Repeating = FALSE ; 
hScroll_6 = actReady; 
aTurnOffAutoAway_Done = FALSE ; 
aTurnOffAutoAway_Repeating = FALSE ; 
hScroll_7 = actReady; 
aConfirmChange_Done = FALSE ; 
hClick_B = actReady; 

%% Handshake variables 
INPUT ready: BOOLEAN 
OUTPUT submitted: BOOLEAN 
INITIALIZATION 

submitted= FALSE ; 

DEFINITION 
aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready = (aScrollToTempicon_Ready) AND (aSelectTempDisplay_Ready); 
aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing = NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready) AND NOT ( 

'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Done); 
aScrollToTempicon_Ready = (hScroll_1 = actReady) AND ( NOT aScrollToTempicon_Repeating) 

'--+ ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Executing = NOT (aScrollToTempicon_Ready) AND NOT ( 

'--+ aScrollToTempicon_Done); 
aSelectTempDisplay_Ready = (hClick_2 = actReady); 
aSelectTempDisplay_Executing = NOT (aSelectTempDisplay_Ready) AND NOT ( 

'--+ aSelectTempDisplay_Done); 
aSelectTempDisplay_Done = (hClick_2 = actDone); 
aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready = (aExitTempDisplay_Ready) AND ( 

'--+ aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Ready) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Ready) AND ( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND (aConfirmChange_Ready); 

aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing = NOT (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND NOT ( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Done); 

aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Done = (aExitTempDisplay_Done) AND (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done) 
'--+ AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done) AND (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done) AND ( 
'--+ aConfirmChange_Done); 

aExitTempDisplay_Ready = (hClick_3 = actReady); 
aExitTempDisplay_Executing = NOT (aExitTempDisplay_Ready) AND NOT ( 

'--+ aExitTempDisplay_Done); 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Ready = (hScroll_4 = actReady) AND ( NOT 

'--+ aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating); 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Executing = NOT (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Ready) AND NOT ( 

'--+ aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done); 
aEnterAwayMenu_Ready = (hClick_5 = actReady); 
aEnterAwayMenu_Executing = NOT (aEnterAwayMenu_Ready) AND NOT (aEnterAwayMenu_Done); 
aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready = (aTurnOnAutoAway_Ready) AND (aTurnOffAutoAway_Ready); 
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aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing = NOT (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND NOT ( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done); 

aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done = (aTurnDnAutoAway_Done) AND (aTurnDffAutoAway_Done); 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready = (hScroll_6 = actReady) AND ( NOT aTurnDnAutoAway_Repeating); 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Executing = NOT (aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready) AND NOT (aTurnDnAutoAway_Done) 

'--+ ; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready = (hScroll_7 = actReady) AND ( NOT aTurnDffAutoAway_Repeating); 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Executing = NOT (aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready) AND NOT ( 

'--+ aTurnDffAutoAway_Done); 
aConfirmChange_Ready = (hClick_B = actReady); 
aConfirmChange_Executing = NOT (aConfirmChange_Ready) AND NOT (aConfirmChange_Done); 

TRANSITION 
[ 

(iinterface = TempDisplay) AND ((aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing) AND ( NOT ( 
'--+ aScrollToTempicon_Executing) AND NOT (aSelectTempDisplay_Executing) AND (( 
'--+ aScrollToTempicon_Done) AND (aSelectTempDisplay_Done)))) --> 

aReturnToTempDisplay_Done' = TRUE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_1' = actDone; 
hClick_2 ' = actDone; 

[]aReturnToTempDisplay_Done --> 
aReturnToTempDisplay_Done' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_1' = actReady; 
hClick_2 ' = actReady; 

[] ( ( iMenuitem = Tempicon) AND ( ( aScroll ToTempicon_Executing) AND ( NOT (hScroll_1 = 

'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_1 = actDone))) OR ((aScrollToTempicon_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing) DR ((aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready) AND ( NOT ( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing)) AND (iinterface = Menu) AND NOT (iinterface 
'--+ = TempDisplay)))) AND (iMenuitem /= Tempicon)))) AND NOT ((iMenuitem /= 
'--+ Tempicon) AND (((aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready) AND ( NOT (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing)) AND ( 
'--+ iinterface = Menu) AND NOT (iinterface = TempDisplay)))) AND ( NOT (hScroll_1 = 
'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_1 = actDone))) AND NOT (iMenuitem = Tempicon)) --> 

aScrollToTempicon_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_1' = actDone; 

[] (iMenuitem /= Tempicon) AND (((aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready) AND ( NOT (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing)) AND ( 
'--+ iinterface = Menu) AND NOT (iinterface = TempDisplay)))) AND ( NOT (hScroll_1 = 
'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_1 = actDone))) AND NOT (iMenuitem = Tempicon) --> 

aScrollToTempicon_Repeating' = TRUE ; 
aScrollToTempicon_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_1' = actReady; 

[] ((hScroll_1 = actReady) AND ((aScrollToTempicon_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aScrollToTempicon_Ready) AND (((aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready) AND ( NOT (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing)) AND 
'--+ iinterface = Menu) AND NOT (iinterface = TempDisplay)))) AND (iMenuitem /= 
'--+ Tempicon) AND NOT (iMenuitem = Tempicon)))) AND ready--> 

hScroll_1' = actExecuting; 
hScroll ' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] (aSelectTempDisplay_Executing) AND ( NOT (hClick_2 actExecuting) AND ((hClick_2 
'--+ actDone))) --> 

hClick_2 ' = actDone; 
[] ((hClick_2 = actReady) AND ((aSelectTempDisplay_Executing) DR (( 

'--+ aSelectTempDisplay_Ready) AND (((aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Ready) AND ( NOT (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing)) AND ( 
'--+ iinterface = Menu) AND NOT (iinterface = TempDisplay))) AND ( 
'--+ aScrollToTempicon_Done))))) AND ready --> 

hClick_2 ' = actExecuting; 
hClick' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 
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[] (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) AND ( NOT (aExitTempDisplay_Executing) AND NOT ( 
'--+ aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Executing) AND NOT (aEnterAwayMenu_Executing) AND NOT ( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) AND NOT (aConfirmChange_Executing) AND (( 
'--+ aExitTempDisplay_Done) AND (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done) AND ( 
'--+ aEnterAwayMenu_Done) AND (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done) AND (aConfirmChange_Done 
'--+ ))) --> 

aExitTempDisplay_Done' = TRUE ; 
hClick_3' = actDone; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_4' = actDone; 
aEnterAwayMenu_Done' = TRUE ; 
hClick_5' = actDone; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_6' = actDone; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_7' = actDone; 
aConfirmChange_Done' = TRUE ; 
hClick_B' = actDone; 

[]aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Done --> 
aExitTempDisplay_Done' = FALSE ; 
hClick_3' = actReady; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_4' = actReady; 
aEnterAwayMenu_Done' = FALSE ; 
hClick_5' = actReady; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_6' = actReady; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_7' = actReady; 
aConfirmChange_Done' = FALSE ; 
hClick_B' = actReady; 

[] (iinterface = Menu) AND ((aExitTempDisplay_Executing) AND ( NOT (hClick_3 = 

'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hClick_3 = actDone))) OR ((aExitTempDisplay_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))))))) AND (iinterface = TempDisplay))) --> 

aExitTempDisplay_Done' = TRUE ; 
hClick_3' = actDone; 

[] ((hClick_3 = actReady) AND ((aExitTempDisplay_Executing) DR ((aExitTempDisplay_Ready 
'--+ ) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) 
'--+ AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost 
'--+ (cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))))))) AND (iinterface = TempDisplay) AND NOT (iinterface 
'--+ = Menu)))) AND ready --> 
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hClick_3' = actExecuting; 
hClick' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] ((iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon) AND ((aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Executing) AND ( NOT ( 
'--+ hScroll_4 = actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_4 = actDone))) OR (( 
'--+ aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal( 
'--+ cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aExitTempDisplay_Done)) AND (iinterface = Menu 
'--+ AND iMenuitem /= AutoAwayicon)))) AND NOT ((iMenuitem /= AutoAwayicon) AND ((( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT ( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aExitTempDisplay_Done)) AND ( NOT (hScroll_4 = 
'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_4 = actDone))) AND NOT (iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon)) --> 

aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_4' = actDone; 

[] (iMenuitem /= AutoAwayicon) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal( 
'--+ cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aExitTempDisplay_Done)) AND ( NOT (hScroll_4 
'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_4 = actDone))) AND NOT (iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon) --> 

aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Repeating' = TRUE ; 
aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_4' = actReady; 

[] ((hScroll_4 = actReady) AND ((aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal( 
'--+ cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aExitTempDisplay_Done)) AND (iinterface = Menu 
'--+ AND iMenuitem /= AutoAwayicon) AND NOT (iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon)))) AND ready --> 

hScroll_4' = actExecuting; 
hScroll' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] (iinterface = AutoAwayMenu ) AND ((aEnterAwayMenu_Executing) AND ( NOT (hClick_5 = 

'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hClick_5 = actDone))) OR ((aEnterAwayMenu_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT 
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'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ Menu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon))) --> 

aEnterAwayMenu_Done' = TRUE ; 
hClick_5' = actDone; 

[] ((hClick_5 = actReady) AND ((aEnterAwayMenu_Executing) DR ((aEnterAwayMenu_Ready) 
'--+ AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND 
'--+ ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ Menu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon) AND NOT (iinterface = AutoAwayMenu )))) AND ready 
'--+ --> 

hClick_5' = actExecuting; 
hClick' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) AND ( NOT (aTurnDnAutoAway_Executing) AND NOT ( 
'--+ aTurnDffAutoAway_Executing) AND ((aTurnDnAutoAway_Done) DR ( 
'--+ aTurnDffAutoAway_Done))) --> 

aTurnDnAutoAway_Repeating' = FAL SE ; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_6' = actDone; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Repeating' = FAL SE ; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_7' = actDone; 

[] ((iAutoAway = On) AND ((aTurnDnAutoAway_Executing) AND ( NOT (hScroll_6 = actExecuting 
'--+ ) AND ((hScroll_6 = actDone))) OR ((aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready)) AND (iAutoAway /= On)))) AND NOT (( 
'--+ iAutoAway /= On) AND (((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
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'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready)) AND ( NOT (hScroll_6 = actExecuting) AND 
'--+ ((hScroll_6 = actDone))) AND NOT (iAutoAway = On)) --> 

aTurnDnAutoAway_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_6' = actDone; 

[] (iAutoAway /= On) AND (((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal( 
'--+ cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready)) AND ( NOT (hScroll_6 = actExecuting) AND 
'--+ ((hScroll_6 = actDone))) AND NOT (iAutoAway = On) --> 

aTurnDnAutoAway_Repeating' = TRUE ; 
aTurnDnAutoAway_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_6' = actReady; 

[] ((hScroll_6 = actReady) AND ((aTurnDnAutoAway_Executing) DR ((aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready) 
'--+ AND (((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) 
'--+ AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND 
'--+ ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready)) AND (iAutoAway /= On) AND NOT ( 
'--+ iAutoAway = On)))) AND ready --> 

hScroll_6' = actExecuting; 
hScroll' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] ((iAutoAway = Off) AND ((aTurnDffAutoAway_Executing) AND ( NOT (hScroll_7 = 

'--+ actExecuting) AND ((hScroll_7 = actDone))) OR ((aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT ( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready)) AND (iAutoAway /= Off)))) AND NOT (( 
'--+ iAutoAway /= Off) AND (((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
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(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready)) AND ( NOT (hScroll_7 = actExecuting) AND 
'--+ ((hScroll_7 = actDone))) AND NOT (iAutoAway = Off)) --> 

aTurnDffAutoAway_Repeating' = FALSE ; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Done' = TRUE ; 
hScroll_7' = actDone; 

[] (iAutoAway /= Off) AND (((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal( 
'--+ cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready)) AND ( NOT (hScroll_7 = actExecuting) AND 
'--+ ((hScroll_7 = actDone))) AND NOT (iAutoAway = Off) --> 

aTurnDffAutoAway_Repeating' = TRUE ; 
aTurnDffAutoAway_Done' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_7' = actReady; 

[] ((hScroll_7 = actReady) AND ((aTurnDffAutoAway_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aTurnDffAutoAway_Ready) AND (((aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR (( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND (( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal( 
'--+ cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aEnterAwayMenu_Done)) AND (iinterface = 
'--+ AutoAwayMenu))) AND (aTurnDnAutoAway_Ready)) AND (iAutoAway /= Off) AND NOT ( 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)))) AND ready --> 

hScroll_7' = actExecuting; 
hScroll' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] (iinterface = Menu) AND ((aConfirmChange_Executing) AND ( NOT (hClick_B = actExecuting 
'--+ ) AND ((hClick_B = actDone))) OR ((aConfirmChange_Ready) AND ((( 
'--+ aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND ( NOT ( 
'--+ aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done)) AND (iinterface 
'--+ = AutoAwayMenu))) --> 

aConfirmChange_Done' = TRUE ; 
hClick_B' = actDone; 

[] ((hClick_B = actReady) AND ((aConfirmChange_Executing) DR ((aConfirmChange_Ready) 
'--+ AND (((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing) DR ((aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Ready) AND 
'--+ ( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing)) AND ((iAutoAway = Off AND cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp 
'--+ (cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
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'--+ iEnvironmentTemp),iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp, 
'--+ iEnvironmentTemp)))) 

DR 
(iAutoAway = On AND cVal(cCost(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp), 

'--+ iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp(cidealTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))) > cVal(cCost( 
'--+ cindoorTemp(cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp) ,iEnvironmentTemp), cComfort(cindoorTemp( 
'--+ cAutoTemp,iEnvironmentTemp))))))) AND (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done)) AND (iinterface 
'--+ = AutoAwayMenu) AND NOT (iinterface = Menu)))) AND ready --> 

hClick_B' = actExecuting; 
hClick' = TRUE ; 
submitted' = TRUE ; 

[] submitted AND NOT ready--> 
submitted' = FALSE ; 
hScroll_1' = IF hScroll 1 actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hScroll_1 ENDIF ; 
hClick 2' = IF hClick 2 actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE hClick_2 ENDIF ; 
hClick_3' = IF hClick_3 = actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE hClick_3 ENDIF ; 
hScroll_4' = IF hScroll_4 = actExecuting THE N actDone EL SE hScroll_4 ENDIF ; 
hClick_5' = IF hClick_5 = actExecuting THEN actDone EL SE hClick_5 ENDIF ; 
hScroll_6' = IF hScroll_6 = actExecuting THE N actDone ELSE hScroll_6 ENDIF ; 
hScroll_7' = IF hScroll_7 = actExecuting THE N actDone ELSE hScroll_7 ENDIF ; 
hClick 8' = IF hClick 8 actExecuting THEN actDone ELSE hClick 8 ENDIF ; 
hScroll' = FAL SE ; 
hClick' = FAL SE ; 

] ; 
END; 

system : MODULE = 
BEGI N 

I NPUT hScroll: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT hClick: BOOLEA N 
I NPUT submitted : BOOLEA N 

OUTPUT iinterface: tinterface 
OUTPUT iMenuitem: tMenuicon 
OUTPUT iAutoAway: tDnDff 
OUTPUT iComfortBase: tValue 
OUTPUT ready: BOOLEA N 
OUTPUT iEnvironmentTemp: tTemp 

I NITIALIZATIO N 
iinterface = TempDisplay; 
iMenuitem = Tempicon; 
ready= TRUE ; 
iEnvironmentTemp I N {X REAL I X >= D AND X <= 60}; 

TRANSITIO N 
[ 

NOT (ready DR submitted) --> 
ready' = TRUE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface TempDisplay AND hClick --> 
iinterface' = Menu; 
ready' = FAL SE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface TempDisplay AND hScroll --> 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem = Tempicon AND hClick --> 
iinterface' = TempDisplay; 
ready' = FAL SE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem AutoAwayicon AND hClick 
'--+ --> 

iinterface' = AutoAwayMenu; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem Tempicon AND hScroll --> 
iMenuitem' = AutoAwayicon; 
ready' = FAL SE ; 
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[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem AutoAwayicon AND hScroll 
'--+ --> 

iMenuitem' = Tempicon; 
ready' = FALSE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND hClick --> 
iinterface' = Menu; 
ready' = FAL SE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND iAutoAway On AND hScroll --> 
iAutoAway' = Off; 
ready' = FAL SE ; 

[]ready AND submitted AND iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND iAutoAway Off AND hScroll 
'--+ --> 

iAutoAway' = On; 
ready' = FAL SE ; 

] ; 
END; 

model: MODULE = humanOperators [] system; 

Th1 THEOREM model I- G( NOT (iAutoAway On AND F(iAutoAway = Off))); 
Th2 THEOREM model I- G( NOT (iAutoAway Off AND F(iAutoAway =On))); 

Th3 THEOREM model I - G ( iinterface /= AutoAwayMenu); 

END 
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APPENDIXC 

Trap Specifications for the Smart 

Thermostat Application 

C.1 lnterface Coverage Trap Specifications 

atgI1 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface TempDisplay AND iMenuitem = Tempicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway =On)); 

atgI2 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem = Tempicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway =On)); 

atgI3 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND iMenuitem = Tempicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway =On)); 

atgI4 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface TempDisplay AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway =On)); 

atgI5 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway =On)); 

atgI6 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway =On)); 

atgI7 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface TempDisplay AND iMenuitem = Tempicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)); 

atgIB : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem = Tempicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)); 

atgI9 : THEOREM model I - G ( NOT ( iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND iMenuitem Tempicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)); 

atgI1O : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (iinterface TempDisplay AND iMenuitem AutoAwayicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)); 

atgI11 : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (iinterface Menu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)); 

atgI12 : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (iinterface AutoAwayMenu AND iMenuitem = AutoAwayicon AND 
'--+ iAutoAway = Off)); 
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C.2 Activity Coverage Trap Specifications 

atg_aReturnToTempDisplay_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aReturnToTempDisplay_Executing AND 
'--+ X (aReturnToTempDisplay_Done))); 

atg_aScrollToTempicon_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aScrollToTempicon_Executing AND X 
'--+ aScrollToTempicon_Done))); 

atg_aSelectTempDisplay_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aSelectTempDisplay_Executing AND X 
'--+ aSelectTempDisplay_Done))); 

atg_aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Executing 
'--+ AND X (aChangeAutoAwaySetting_Done))); 

atg_aExitTempDisplay_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aExitTempDisplay_Executing AND X 
'--+ aExitTempDisplay_Done))); 

atg_aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Executing AND 
'--+ X (aScrollToAutoAwayicon_Done))); 

atg_aEnterAwayMenu_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aEnterAwayMenu_Executing AND X 
'--+ aEnterAwayMenu_Done))); 

atg_aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Executing 
'--+ AND X (aSwitchAutoAwaySetting_Done))); 

atg_aTurnOnAutoAway_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aTurnOnAutoAway_Executing AND X ( 
'--+ aTurnOnAutoAway_Done))); 

atg_aTurnOffAutoAway_Done : THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aTurnOffAutoAway_Executing AND X 
'--+ aTurnOffAutoAway_Done))); 

atg_aConfirmChange_Done THEOREM model I- G( NOT (aConfirmChange_Executing AND X ( 
'--+ aConfirmChange_Done))); 
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